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Libretto by Philip Glaas in aasociation with Shalom
Goldman,Robert Isreal and Richard Riddell.Vocaltext
drawn fromoriginal eouroeeby ShalomGoldman

LondonColiseum,
St Martin's Lane,WC2
BoxOffice01-8363161
Credit Cards 01-2405258
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present
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Lumiere & Son's largest
ever project.
A huge musicaldance/drama with
full orchestra and a cast of over
100children and OAPs.
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AN EXHIBITION OF INTERNATIONAL SOUND SCULPTURE •••
Peter Appleton , Francois Baschet , Hugh Davies, Pierre Dost ie,
Max Eastley, Paul and Limpe Fuchs , Ken Gray, David Keane,
Alvin Lucier, Charles de Mestral
PLUS
wednesday 19 to satur day 22 june
SON DE - Canadian Sou nd Sculpture Group
in residence
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Weds-Sats5-8 and 12-15June8pm
£3 (£2.50£2)
plus special outdoor performances
Ring for details

"Britain's answer to the
Marx Brothers"

Tramshed
Tues-Thurs 11-13June9pm
£3.50 (£3)
BRITISH EVENTS THEATRE COMPANY
Street theatre performances 31 May - 2 June

ARNOLFINI

Narrow QuayBristolBSI4QA 0272'299~1

tuesday-saturoayllam-Bpm/ sur.d.rf2-7pm

(n.b. Arnolfini is closed mondays)
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TO OUR NEW READERS: If you'rereadingthis magazine

for the first time, becauseof our extensivecoverage
of the LIFT
festival,welcometo our pages.Wehopeyou will find in thema
refreshing
andinformative
viewof contemporary
liveperformance
-the focusof everything
thatis excitingandnewintheartstoday.
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background
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alsohopeto widenourreadership.
Wehopeyouwill staywithusin
the future.
TO OUR REGULAR READERS: Don't touch that dial!
We'renot movingoverto just coveringtheatre.In fact we hope
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that by nowyou'vegot usedto the factthat Performance
embracesall the disciplinesto coverwhatwe considerthe most
vital activitiesgoing on - whetherthey be in the visual or
performingarts.Thenextissuewill bea themeissueon identity,
andwill containa strongvisualart element.Theoneafterthatwill
featureNewMusic.Andwe'll alwayskeepyouinformedaboutthe
ephemeral
worldof performance
art. ButwethinktheLIFTFestival
is of considerable
interestto theart publiceverywhere
-whether
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culturalartefactof the
holdingin yourhandsthemulti-disciplinary
future. Staywith it!

Two apologies: One for the price increase, because of rising costs and an expansion of size
(Subscriptions remain the same until July 31 - so subscribe now} and the other for the lack of a
preview section in this issue. We hope to get that service back up to scratch for the next issue .
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From Canet de Mar, a village in Catalonia, Eis
Comediants bring 'The Devils, a Night in Hell' an
outdoor extravaganza of pagan activity whose
performance lives and dies with the fire and
fireworks at its centre, and Ale (Breath) 'that which
elevates man from mud', which purports to be no
less than the story of our humanity. But all this
seems very far from a sunny April day in the idyllic
Mediterranean 'finca' (the nearest Spain comes to
a country house) where the company live and
work.
Here the stable blocks have been converted into
a music studio and workshops bulging with giant
heads, masks, and carnival costumery. Outside, the
extensive garden combines rehearsal space - an
old circus tent, relic of the days when two of the
company ran a travelling circus - with larder, as
lines of vegetables give way to laden fruit trees.
'Vila Soledad', or Solitude, once housed only an
octogenerian Seiiora who liked to grow her own
carp in the pond; Eis Comediants moved in and
the solitude went with the carp. In their place, a
swimming pool, tucked in behind the hens and
geese. Over beers and 'Tapas' I talked to two of
the company, Paca and Megga, both snatching
time from a day-long meeting marking the end of
months of work on their latest film, and preparing
for the summer's touring ahead.
TW: Have you always been so tied up in this
house?
Paca: This house, let's see, is our one, two, three,
our fourth house. We've been in this village for ten
years. The first was smaller - then so was the
company. Since then we've been constantly
growing in numbers and possibilities. Thirty
people are a lot stronger than eight or twelve . In
the end we found this house, which is really
marvellous. We didn't have the capital to buy it,
but we can enjoy it while paying off the loan for
years to come. We have all our workshops here well, everything really.
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TW: Do you all live together?
Paca: Yes, we live together - well, not all in the
same house because we don't fit any more. Some
live in that little house you can see over there by
the gates and others, who form part of the
company but have work of a more 'satellite' kind
live in our old house in the centre of the village.
TW: You work collectively too, don't you?
Paca: We always work collectively but various
areas of our work get divided up as turns out to be
necessary - the person who is at one time
administering our performances won't at the same
time perform; in the same way the director of the
film doesn't actually appear in it.
TW: I've noticed that in the workshops all your
things are in a very specific syle - huge masks
and exaggerated features ...
Paca: Most of the things we use could be said to
have developed from Catalan folklore - as could
the ways in which we use them - but, on the
other hand, the syle of the company is also a sort
of exaggerated Baroque - yes we're like Baroque
carnival players and characters. It is this Baroque
carnival that, together with the folkloric elements,
manifests itself in our giants and monsters, music,
dance and fireworks to create a whole very rich in
spectacle of one kind or another.
TW: Has this spectacular style been particularly
Remaking humanity in
adapted for the streets?
'Ale'
Pa ca: Yes, well all the elements of our style are
basically from and for the street. In the street you
can loose dramatic gestures, whereas images last.
A giant, even if he can't talk, or a dwarf with a
huge head, is always visually powerful. These are
folkloric figures that come out of a country where
you can be - and are - in the street on ninety per
cent of the days of the year.
TW: This form of theatre, then, of the street and of
people, is one of communication in its most
general sense.
Paca: Well, it's very difficult to define the kind of

'The Devils' - performed in most
outdoor spaces to crowds of 10,000
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theatre we present.
TW: Yes, of course.
Paca: But as our starting point for doing theatre at
all is to communicate to the maximum level
possible. We can say that the focus of our
communication is towards the majority . We
present our shows thinking of all ages and all
kinds of public - we certainly aren't minorityorientated in this respect . But it's always very
difficult to define because the scope of our work
varies - and not only from one medium to
another . Within our general norms, marked
differences appear in our productions differences that reflect the shifting perspectives
with in the company, whether on an ascet ic or a
philosophical level. For example what we ended up
with in Ale has practically nothing to do with
Serau, a show we presented a short time before.
TW: Why, what was that like?
Paca: A dance - we wanted to make the public
dance throughout the performance, to make them
dance to the rhythms of the music that we were
playing . Quite different from Ale in which we tell
the story of humanity and the audience stay seated
throughout - watching and listening. Whereas
Serau was devised so that people couldn't stay still
for a minute.
TW: What do you mean by the story of humanity?
The story of human life?
Paca: Starting from the creation we explain our
vision of man - not a man - how we see him.
How we think of him . It's something fa irly personal
'Normally we're - even a bit scientific.
bombarding the poor
TW: Is this vision optimistic?
public'
Paca: Yes, in the end , always . Life's there to be
lived . But we're not as optimistic in Ale as we were
in another, earlier show , Sol, So/et in which we
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were so very optimistic that we were forced to rise
above a realistic level to the level of magic.
Because reality couldn't contain us. We put on a
show so magical that it was ... it was perfect, but
it was not real. Ale has something more real about
it . It has something - wel l obviously when you
talk of humanity, however optimistic you may be,
there is a level of deception, of blackness in there.
It' s very difficult to say that everything's fine.
TW: With the audience sitting, watching and
listening, is Ale specifically a show for the theatre?
Paca: Well, for a closed space, I'd rather say .
We 've performed it in squares , in theatres, and in
halls . The problem is more one of creat ing the
atmosphere, more or less intimate , that the show
demands . When I say 'intimate' I should stress that
our intimacy has nothing to do with 'standard'
int imacy. For us, having the audience more or less
still and quiet is intimacy. Normally, we're
bombarding the poor pub lic .
TW: Would you agree with that Megga?
Meggai Well, I don 't know - though I suppose it's
true of 'The Devils' where fire and fireworks play
such a crucial role.
TW: Ah yes, The Devils is the other show you're
bringing. Performed in vast outdoor spaces to
crowds of 10,000, it sounds anything but intimate.
Megga: It's difficult to explain The Devils, I'd say
that it's more of a specia l event than a normal
performance. Usually we present it either in parks
or in the streets when , moving along , bringing the
aud ience with us, we end up in the main square.
TW: The show must vary enormous ly as do your
venues.
Megga: Yes it does , but what remains constant is
the atmosphere created by our fire, dancing and
drumm ing. It's like a contemporary ritual made for
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and by the audience - in that they participate . Our
experience has been that the public engage very
easily in the atmosphere we try to create. We're
inviting people to participate in Hell on the street.
TW: Sounds like it ' ll be popular with the London
police. These devils that you use to create and
celebrate the Night in Hell, do they go back to the
folkloric traditions that Paca was talking about
earlier? The whole things sounds rather like some
of the medieval celebrations in England.
Megga: Well, yes, The Devils is based on an old
tradition from - I'm not sure when . Here in
Catalonia on certain days and feasts in the year
some villages still follow the tradition and have
twelve or twenty people dressed up like devils,
running through the streets and letting off
fireworks . This is a ritual that existed before
christianity. It was left over from the times when
people worshipped the sun.
TW: This hell, it's for whom?
Megga: Everybody, it's not a place for the evil or
wicked. The devils are tricksters, playing with the
people, and have nothing to do with the Devil of
Christian tradition.
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TW: So everybody goes to Hell for a night of wild
revelry - infinitely preferable to eterna l br imstone.
Megga: That's it , nothing to do with terror or
torture. We present a more pagan atmosphere
where Hell is a kind of fiesta.
TW: The Devils has been performed a lot outside
Spain, hasn't it?
Megga: Yes, it works very well as it has nothing to
do with the understanding of languages. To
understand this show , the audience enters it and
goes with it.
TW: Is travel for you a two way process , of
communication in both directions?
Paca: For us it's fundamental - even though our
identity is firmly rooted in this country, in that this
is where we have our cultural background? As a
company we're lovers of travel and need to
encounter new things, new people. If we were
established, quiet and still in one place , it would
virtually be our death. Our story , our adventure , is
that of the journey we have made together - and
this includes the physical journeys we have made
to new countries. From these we learn - every
time something more. •
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La Gaia &iema is part of the Nuot'aSpettacolorita
movement which emerged in Italy a few years
back, defined by Godfather/critic Guiseppe Bartolucci as 'a collective sensibility .•• having an
interest in surfaces of reality: fashions, musical rhythms, frenzied movements, technological
devices'. Our writer at the time found 'this combination of non-theatre lights,' found them 'like a
tribe of demented ants performing some strange demonic ritual, (which) became hypnotically
fascinating in the way that physical deformities of the rotting cattass of a dead animal can be.'
Ladro di Anime (Thief of the Soul) is their latest piece, and JOHNASHFORD,former Theatre
Director of the ICAwent to Italy to have a look, and weigh up their new work:

At the airport:

In the room:

The Malpensa airport in Milan is newly decorated.
The colours are grey, black, and yellow. The
shapes are oblong and triangular. I am wearing
grey trousers, black shoes, and yellow socks. I pass
inconspicuously.

The shapes are rectangular, cool, modern, stylish;
the colour of the brick is white. It is the small office
of a young video company. Giorgio Barberio
Corsetti, director of the Rome-based theatre group
La Gaia Scienza, shows me a videotape of their
most recent show: // ladro di anime (Thief of the
soul).

On the train:
The Italian countryside seen from the window is
familiar: horizontal in the foreground, vertical in
the distance against a flat plane of sky. The colours
are brown, dusty green (despite the recent rain),
terra cotta, and blue. The people are in their
houses.

In the street:
On the many popular news stands in Rome,
usually at the front, are copies of the magazine
Domus. It is a monthly Italian review of
'People stride and fly architecture, interiors, fashion , design and art.
and stand at angles Some parts are translated into French and English.
which defy gravity' There is no equivalent British specialist magazine
which unites these interests . Gilbert and George
are on the cover . The shape is thick and heavy.
Photo: Jess ica Carroll The colours are glossy. It costs 6000 lire.

On the videotape:
Two men in a double great coat - head to tail do battle for gravitational supremacy. Two women
wear flowing steel dresses. A man's suit is made
of the plaster of the wall of the house. A man is a
porcupine. Another suit gets bigger and bigger and
bigger. Now the three women just wear shirts.
Hands emerge from the drawer of a wardrobe. It
becomes a costume. The sofas are soft. People
slide and fly and stand at angles which defy
gravity . People speak: 'I cannot speak for I would
tell lies'. A palm tree grows from a man 's back.
Floors collapse. Carpets turn vertical at will. The
thief walks from one side of the stage to the other,
upside-down, treading the top of the proscenium
arch . He wears a black suit and carries the soul
under his arm . The shape of the soul is human.
The colour is pink.

In the Piazza Farnese:
A stray mother cat keeps a casual eye on her kitten
who plays with a broken egg shell. If the Siamese
cat in Milan was called Citroen, then this kitten in
Rome I name Cinque Cento. It forgets the shell for
a moment, distracted by the human movement
around the square. The eyes of a distracted animal.

Outside the bar:
Giorgio and I sit at a smal l table . People, children,
cars, animals cross the small square . A man
opposite tries to repair his car radio . I switch on
the cassette recorder . Music suddenly blares out
from the car radio. We laugh. I switch off the
cassette recorder. As if in response , the man 's
music is cut off. I sw itch on again . The mus ic starts
again . We laugh and shout at each other abo ut art .
Giorgio, in an expressive gesture , knocks over his
glass . The shape of the spillage is triangular on the
round table . The colours are orange and wh ite .

On the audiotape:
Giorgio expla ins that afte r university he ente red
the school of dramatic art in Rome . He rejected
literary theatre and studied improvisation , Tai Chi,
and acrobatics . He thought it necessary to destroy
the language of the theatre, to reduce it to a
minimum in order to create something new . For
his final project he presented a text- less work with
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a title borrowed from Nietsche: 'La Gaia Scienza'.
The notion of 'The Merry Science' also related to
the troubadour tradition as a description of Love.
Later, he met Marco and Alessandra, and the three
formed the core of the group for the next six years.
They were all performers, designers, devisers, with
no differentiated roles. They looked for a new
model for the production of theatre, and the model
was that of free jazz improvisation. The
performers' instruments were their own bodies,
and their individualities formed the basis of the
work. They were influenced by post-modern
choreography - Steve Paxton and Tricia Brown in
particular. But since they were not trained as
dancers, the influence was more of an attitude to
performance which emanated from The Grand
Union, a quality they perceived as real 'being' on
the stage. They were working in no tradition, so
they were free to choose their own from
Meyerhold and Mayakovsky to the Peking Opera .
The performances, illuminated by anything but
conventional theatre lighting , took place in open
squares, gymnasia, caves, clubs and parks as often
as in theatres.

Flashback 1982:

at the ICA Theatre,

As director, I have to force a company into a
compromised performance. The Arte ltaliana
festival has permitted two showings of Gli insetti
preferiscono les ortiche (Insects prefer nettles) by
La Gaia Scienza, their first visit to Britain. I also
learn a word of Italian I shall never forget: 'lapilli'.
It means sparks. The company cook up charcoal
outside the theatre. The eight foot flames attract
the attention of the police. The company enter the
theatre whirling the burning charcoal around their
heads in wire mesh bags . Lapilli fly everywhere. It
is a beautiful effect. But the set ignites. It is not a
problem. It's usual. The fire is easily extinguished
within five minutes . But it cannot hap pen again.
The shapes were triangu lar, the colours were
orange, green, and yellow.

In Rome :
The architectu re cont inuall y and su rpr isi ngly
co nf uses int erior and exter ior . Against the shaded
gre y street , the archway of an apparently
impenetrable edifice reveals an open square of
bright sunlit vegetation. The shapes are severely
mo nument al, relieved by baroque detail. The
colo ur is uniformly stone, aged with gr ime. The
peo ple scurry transient against th e histor ical
pre sence of the buildings.

On the videotape:
The movement is continually undulating , baroque,
like wind brushed water. And this evolves
continuously, one image melding swiftly and
organically into the next. There is also a
choreography of gesture , a codification of Italian
conversational gesticulation. As it repeats,
develops, clarifies , strengthens, so it becomes like
a kind of foreign sign language. The effect is exact,
but fluid , the sustained mood one of gentle
ecstacy. The performance is moved by a refreshing

seasonal breeze of the post-modern. In the eye of
the performer is the look of a distracted animal.

On the record sleeve :
So me of the words spoken during 11/adro di anime
are in an invent ed langu age . Some are in Italian,
and a translation appears on t he cov er of the
soundtrack recording:
'If I dance, I trance expance and stance ,
repeat and turn back
turn sideways I canno t stop
talk ing and talking I can't shut up .'

On the audiotape:
I challenge Giorgio about content. He says that
content arises from form. If an outline of an idea
becomes clearly etched, then it must be diffused
by irony. That is after all, he says, how we
experience the reality of everyday life. I used to
agree. Now I wonder. Strip away the metaphor ,and
doesn't this approach put us back in the trap with
naturalism? Doesn't the artist have a greater
philosophical responsibility? But I decide to make
an experiment. I decide to try and write about La
Gaia Scienza in a form which attempts to emulate
their apparent process.
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performer is the
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Dissecting the 'Merry Science'
Photo : Jessica Carroll

At the Palazzo Spada :
Through a gl azed archway, a perfect seventeent h
century study. Opp osite, through another archw ay,
a covered colonnade stretches away . At the end, a
large figure on a pedestal. Walk around the
building and a trick is revealed. The colonnade is
only a few metres long . The floor rises, the ceiling
slopes, the stone columns narrow in a perfect false
perspective. The figure on its diminutive pedestal
is now barely a metre high.

On the soundtrack:
The music of Daniel Bacalov , composed in parallel
with the rehearsals. Gentle , lapping gu ita rs and
percussion. Ligh t, salsa rhythms which speak of

the composer's South American origin. African
tribal voices set amongst these rhythms. Hints of
Miles Davis, Pat Metheny and Chuck Berry. The
who le woven into a shifting texture of ineffable
gaity. It is the music which endows the
performance with its warmth, its sensual pleasure,
its ecstatic serenity , and finally its dynamic.

Outside the bar:
People come up and greet Giorgio as we talk: a
fash ion designer , a couple of actors, a painter
'from t he second gene ration of the trans -avantgarde ' who had wo rked earlier with the company .
A child play ing near our table is called Giorg io.
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'a momentary lapse in
concentration, and a void opens
up'

Flashback -

at the Polverigi Festival,

1983:
La Gaia Scienza perform Cuori Strappati (Torn
Hearts); a ballet of false architectural appearances,
moving walls and staircases, baroque semaphore
dancing , all in a state of constant agitation .
Curiously , I recall the shapes, the surface beauty,
but not the colours .

On the audiotape:
After Cuori Strappati, Giorgio found that the
evolved style of La Gaia Scienza had become its
own straight-jacket. He now rejected improvisation
in performance, however assured , preferring
exactitude through long and disciplined rehearsal.
Some of this had been achieved with Cuori
Strappati; but now he wanted to work with new
people, to devise, design, structure , ed it, and cut.
Now the strength of the new form was fully
developed, it was possible to take what was useful
from the more traditional theatre, and to attempt
its assimilation. Giorgio wanted to be the director
of a group which had rejected such a role . Marco
and Allesandra began to work separately . Giorgio's
open workshops produced a new company.
Preparing 1/ ladro di anime over four months, he
stitched the choreography on to the individuality of
each new performer, then entered the piece
himself as a connecting force and controlling
consciousness.

On the audiotape:
Giorgio insists on the absolute concentration
required in the performance of // /adro di anime.
Each performer must be constantly aware of the
whole, like a single mind . A momentary lapse in
concentration, and a void opens up. Giorgio's calm
is disrupted by a glimpse of the horror of the void,
when the lines of movement in the city cease to
make any coherent, discernible pattern . The void
has no shape . The void has no colour. The void
has no soul.

On the video tape:
The performers are : Irene Grazioli (23), Anna Paola
Bacalov (19), Monica Vannucchi (22), Giorgio
Barberio Corsetti (34), Franco Ripa Di Meana (23),
Philippe Barbut (25). Few have had previous stage
experience or training , although Irene was in Cuori
Strappati. They are immensely attractive as a
group, ingenuously seductive .

In the Piazza di Popolo:
The tall obelisk points incontrovertibly at the sky,
defining gravity. Four stone lions doze their
centuries at its base. Their eyes dream,
undistracted . The colours are not important.
Giorgio arrives on his motorbike. I get on the back
and together we complete the pattern of human
movement in the city.

On the videotape:
At the restoration

project:

High up on the seventh level of scaffolding, a
naked man gazes down into the courtyard below.
He holds a coat of arms. He is of stone, half set
into the wall. His hands are enormous, the
perspective distorted, for he should be seen from
below. There is a sound of gentle scrubbing from
the scaffold above. The colour is grey but it will
gleam white. The shape is human but without
movement.

The structure of // ladro di anime has become
clear. The first front cloth is a painting of a city's
port. Four figures face it. They wear suits which
are painted so that they blend in w ith the scene,
like a bas-relief. They are differentiated only when
they begin slow, gentle movements. The cloth
rises to reveal a second, a painting of the interior
of the city. Suited figures , confused initially with
their painted selves, emerge through high level
slits in the cloth. This moves to the right, the
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In the 'trenches'
Photo: Jessica Carroll

reverse forming a structural colonnade. Revealed:
the third cloth, a painting of a huge face . The zoom
into close-up is completed. Figures enter through
the eye, the mouth. This cloth moves to the left,
the reverse forming a second colonnade. Revealed:
a flat painted to represent a three storey house. It
falls forward, dramatically, then is raised.
Revealed: a section through the house. There are
seven rooms with two staircases and a roof.
Finally, the back wall falls away . Revealed : a dark
void into which the inhabitants of the house retreat
now against a bright light as the frame of the
house rolls towards the audience. The moving
skeleton of the house against the colonnades is
monumental. These are the shapes. The colours
are yellow ochre, pastel blue, and pink.

On the audiotape:
I suggest that the reason Italian new theatre is so
spectacular, so accessible, is because there is no
touring circuit of cramped, 100-seat studios. The
companies are forced to create work of a scale,
colour and ambition that will fill the large Italian
stage, if only for a few nights. Giorgio agrees. La
Gaia Scienza played to 4000 people over three
nights at the Olympico in Rome. But he says that
there are some studio theatres, and talks with
affection of Beat 72 as a generating space for his
generation. He refers to such spaces as 'the
trenches' (as on a battlefield), and connects the
work done in them with the '70s . In the '80s, the
new Italian companies are out in the danger of the
open field. It's now necessary to create work which
takes greater account of the audience, which seeks
to engage a wider public. He also suggests that
since there's little good indigenous rock music in
Italy, theatre groups in some way fulfil! that role -

say of a band like Tuxedo Moon, with whom La
Gaia Scienza has worked.

On the videotape:
Six figures dance before a backcloth, each
throwing an exaggerated shadow against it. The
shape of the shadow is human. The colour of the
shadow is white.

On the walls:
'Vota Comunista' urge the posters. They didn't.
Italy's local elections - the important ones - are
just over. Control in many regions has moved to
the centre, making life more difficult for Italian new
theatre . Rome, for instance, is now in the hands of
a five party centrist coalition which, it is thought,
will favour the large institutions. The elections also
lead indirectly to the cancellation of the
performance of 11/adro di anime which I should
have seen in Bologna. The shape is sickle and
hammer . The colours are red and yellow.

On the record sleeve:
Some more words spoken in Italian during the
performance:
' I always speak out what I think
if I think I don't say what I think
speaking without limits of time
in a hurry without fright I confess
where am I now : here I am.'

On the paper:
This was written whilst moving; on the bus, at the
airport, on the plane, on the train. And finally
beneath a yellow triangle of light in a black London
night.•

,,,
,,,
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'Peking Opera is not opera in the
way that we understand opera. It
is a form of theatre which is total
theatre. Apparently Brecht took a
lot of his ideas from Peking Opera.
It's about a very stylised form of
presentation
where characters
can sometimes be three characters at once, simply by doing a
rotation on stage. So you can have
two people performing, actually
playing four or five roles between
them . It is a very sophisticated
form of theatre where the stage is
literally the world, and you don't
need props, just the performer,
who conjures up whatever the
opera is, with singing, very colourful costumes, and very disciplined
movements, with extraordinarily
complex detail behind every single gesture. Performers never stand
at right angles, never stand face
on to the audience. They will always break the line between the
audience and them, never crossing the stage straight, but always
moving in a zig zag pattern . Layer
upon layer upon layer of movement and detail.'

•
'Every different district in China
has its own style of opera. Peking
Opera, Shanghai Opera, Local

Opera, all influenced by the different dialects, all influenced by the
different styles and traditions, so
that every type of opera has
absorbed all the cultural, folkloric
and social aspects of the area. Because this style of performance is
so entrenched in the performing
arts, the concept of Western
theatre is totally and utterly alien
to the Chinese.'

revolutionary
message. It was
very clever, in that it infused the
traditional form with socialism.
So the traditional elements (the
modern influences from the thirties had gone out of the window)
were stamped with these rather
crude revolutionary messages.'

•

'So of course everyone got bored
to death with these bloody revolutionary operas! You knew what
would happen: good guy comes
on, bad guy comes on - bad guy
seems to get the upper hand, gets
kicked in the face, good triumphs,
Socialism triumphs . So if you got
somebody who was slacking off
work , their come-uppance would
occur by the end of the day!

'In the twenties and thirties, influence finally started coming in
from the West, and Stanislawski
and Ibsen the two major influences on Chinese modern drama,
and decade by decade it was developing. But during the Cultural
Revolution, all that came to a complete halt. Not only was all modern drama banned, but all variations of opera were as well. What
happened was that you had revolutionary operas, imposed by
the Red Guards. Only eight were
allowed to be performed , and the
eight chosen by the Gang of Four.
Everybody had to go - there were
tannoy announcements
in the
streets - go to the opera. At three
o'clock everyone had to go to the
opera. What these operas did was
to use all the sophisticated traditions of the opera to get across the

•

•

'Literally it was illegal not to go to
the operas. The result was that
nobody listened to them. Everyone was knitting, and talking - it
became a social event- everyone
met in a square and chattered
away. To a certain extent, the
opera has maintained that. If you
go to the opera now , in Peking,
people chat the whole way
through . It goes on for four or five
hours, grannies come with chil dren for an hour , take them out,
people eat sweets, talk much, spit,
generally carry on. It's really like
bear-baiting
in Shakespeare's
plays, it really is a popular form of
entertainment .'

•

'Emerging from the cultural revolution in the late seventies, the
arts tried to come back to life. People who were locked up for writing modern drama reverted to
writing plays again , with increas ing openness, followed by sudden, complete purges. For example, in November 1983 there was
an 'anti-spiritual-pollution ' campaign which stopped a lot of people writing for a year . As in 'demo cracy wall' in the late seventies,
when everyone was allowed to
speak openly for a time there was
a complete clampdown , disastrous idea, keep everyone much
more under control ... '

•
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'After the cultural revolution there
was a natural falling off of attendances, once people were no longer
being dragooned into going. They
had always developed in the past
as genuine entertainment for the
people, and apparently the greater part of the audience for Peking
Opera nowadays is older people,
who remember
what
Peking
Opera was all about. But people of
our age wouldn't go to it, because
it just doesn't appeal to them. And
partly because the Cultural Revolution really put the cat among
the pigeons. Everything was scattered, everything
became diffused, scripts were burnt, instruments were smashed. It's going to
take a long time in China to repiece any sort of cultural identity.
It's not that they lost twelve years
of creative work - it will take about fifty years to regain the point
at which they were in the fifties.
Now the danger is that everything
will revert to capitalist values. A
lot of the acrobatics now are really
naff, rather insipid, very kitsch
stuff,
unappetising
tinsel.
Although they're very talented
acrobats, the best in the world,
the lower end is devoted to this
sickly stuff.'

•

'The thirties and forties were an
extraordinary heyday of the arts in
China . If the artistic creativity, of
the arrivals of modern drama and
the making of films in the thirties
and forties had been allowed to
continue to the present day, China
would be a formidable cultural
force, but because it had this complete clampdown,
a complete
blackout for twelve years, not one
single artist was allowed to produce any individual work at all, it
has been very difficult to pick up
again.'

•

'When a Peking Opera star hits a
good note, the audience will shout
something like the word 'Ma'
which means 'good' . It means
they are appreciating the fact that
the performer has hit the note
right. If you can imagine in the
opera house here, everybody
going yeah! The tones are just so
close, such a range. The women
squeak so high, they're like cats.
Nobody here could do it at all.'

'I think the Chinese during the
cultural revolution did seriously
try to change society, and I'm sure
there are some benefits from it,
but the stories one hears seem to
be universally diabolical. On the
cultural front, to systematically
herd, torture and imprison every
artist in the land, more or less,
does a great deal of damage to a
genuine cultural life in a country.
China is lost culturally. The young
people just don't know what is
peculiarly Chinese in their culture .
It is interesting to talk to Westerners who went out in the early
seventies, who were really ardent
Maoists, and who went to meet
the people, and get involved with
this incredible revolution - a revolution that should be happening
all over the world - and then
slowly realised, month by month,
what was happening. Realising
the savagery, the shootings and
the torture that were going on,
and how it was going horribly,
horribly wrong.'

with the children that they'd like
to have. So there's a real social
stigma attached to being a spinster. The Chinese are obsessed
with male-female relationships.
Everything is about love. Pictures
of men and women with birds
over their heads, falling in love in
the spring - all the films depict
'boy meets girl- marries'. So the
idea of being gay, or not being
attracted to the opposite sex is
strictly out of bounds. It's love and
it's marriage - and of course it's
not, because most young people
are forced into marriages. Which
is probably why they're so obsessed with love. In the Three Beatings the woman takes the whole
world to task - she defies the
emperor, she defies her husband,
she wants her way. It's a very entertaining, engaging piece.'

•

'Now the signs are that yes there
is an opening up, yes there is a
freedom. A year ago they were not
allowed to write - now they're
coming to the West! One just
hopes that the authorities don't
suddenly panic, with too much
Western influences creeping in.'

•
•

'They tend to be in large auditoriums, and last a long time.'

'The Three Beatings of Tao San
Chun appears to be preoccupied
by the whole business of spinsterhood in China, which is a huge
social problem, at the moment .
The people that they most want to
marry off are perhaps the more
educated women who have been
to university
studying nuclear
physics or whatever. Of course
they're the women who are least
likely to want to marry some berk
who just wants them to wash up
all day. She's just too clever, she
doesn't want to get married, she
wants to go on working, therefore
she's not going to have children,
therefore, to produce the state
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ZOO
MAN
SPEAKS
Mtcrpcrfonning/exhibiting/behavingas the l!rbanManin zoosall overthe world,fromMiamito
Madrid,Alben Vidal,from Spain,looks set to being capturedby London'sRegentsParkzoo as
pan of the LIFI'festival.Eat,sleep, workor play,Vidal,who sees himself as a compositeof all
businessmenaroundthe capitalistworld,will be underconstantsurveillancebythe public.ROB
LA FRENAIS
asked him about life under the spotlight and found it had some unusual
philosophicalside-effects:
Rob La Frenais: How did the Urban
Man project come about?
Alberto Vidal: For about fifteen
years the rituals of life have been at
the centre of my work. At the end of
my last piece, Aperitif, I wanted to
perform life, just as itself . The first
idea was to show daily life in a city,
and the public would be following
the action, in places where they
knew I would be living. They were
supposed to come to my house, and
see me go out into the street .. .
RL: This was the original idea?
AV: Yes, the original idea was
showing life in itself . Then, we say,
it's going to be very difficult for the
public to go as far away to see the
piece for twenty-four hours (Vidal's
house is in a remote location in
Catalonia), why don't we do this in
an enclosure? So they can see all the
rituals , and keep the same
naturalism. We started in the Sitges
festival in October 1983, and we got
the festival prize. I was very
surprised . Afterwards came the
invitation to exhibit it in Barcelon
Zoo . So all this came very naturally,
and we had invitations to go all
around the world with this 'slice of
life'. By doing the performance for
nearly two years, there has
developed another aspect, of not
only showing daily life, but of being
hours and hours - the first time in
Sitges was forty-two hours non-stop
- the Zoo is not so demanding
because they close at 6 pm and I
stay sleeping there ...
RL: You still sleep there?
AV: Always, one of the conditions is
that I do not leave the Zoo, and the
day before, in preparation, I enter
and sleep.
RL: Are you free to come and go at
night?
AV: Yes, because the public is not
there. This is an exhibition for the
public, and anything that will aid the
concentration when the public comes
- I will do it. But when the public is
not there, I will not perform . It is not
a naturalistic performance of Albert
Vital! I try to be naturalistic in a
theatrical dimension, without playing
theatre. It's like playing theatre,
without playing theatre. Refusing the
theatre to rediscover the theatre. It's
like starting from zero.
RL: But you observe a theatrical
convention in that when the
audience is not there, you're not
performing.
AV: I'm still keeping the
concentration, but I don't need to be

as highly concentrated as when I am
being sensitive to any little reaction
of the public. When I am in the
exhibition I have to be 100% present.
RL: Has doing the zoo work affected
the way you carry out your daily life?
AV: A little bit.
.
RL: In what way?
AV: I have become very interested
in the way animals use the space. I
observe the animals in my house in
the Pyrenees. I live with some cows,
sheep, and peacocks, and because I
live alone there in a very isolated
place - just after eight years of
living with candles, no electricity,
with a well of water inside the house,
living a very ancient style of life;
which I'm going to break now,
because it's very difficult to read with
the candles - when I wake up and
it's totally isolated, I don't have to
justify my rhythm or my time to any
convention, and I realise that this ,
work in the zoos has motivated a
way of living at a rhythm more
according to the essential nature of
my body, and so that's a kind of
investigation and research that I do
there. I walk many miles in the
mountains instead of doing exercises
in a closed room, just to fortify the
body, to have the body awake.
RL: What are the psychological
effects of being under observation
during the Zoo piece?
AV : I try not to do performances
that have a psychological influence
on my daily life; I try to keep a
distance and a sense of humour otherwise I could go in the wrong
direction . Like when I did the Funeral
piece , all the preparation was in
order not to be affected by being
enclosed inside a coffin.
RL: Tell me more about the Funeral
piece .
AV: The funeral was at a period in
my life that I wanted to perform my
own funeral. It was very true at that
moment . The public was summoned,
not many people, nearly 500 came to
assist with the funeral.
RL: 500!
AV: Well, if you compare with the
Zoo piece, there are ten thousand
people ... And it was announced in
the newspaper 'lntierdo de Albert
Vidal ' - Funeral of Albert Vidal. So it
was even confused whether I was
dead or not. But when the people
came they say : 'OK, that's one more
of Vidal 's. They know me a little bit
in Spain and will accept anything
now.
RL: It seems that in Spain there is

more of a popular consciousness of
art in that tens of thousands will
have heard of you there. In this
country, if you were to do some
thing like that - maybe the
newspapers would make a big thing
of it for a short time, but then it
would be forgotten.
AV: Well, in fact in Spain I have
been presenting most of my work, so
the people get a knowledge of
the type and style of it . I've
presented The Fool, Cos, Aperitif, the
funeral .. .
RL: But you are known outside the
art/theatrical world .
AV: Oh yes, it's very popular, my
work in Spain. It's good, because
through the performance, without
making any concessions, I am really
doing what I want to do - not even
working with subventions but
refusing any political pressure on my
work. I have reached a popular
audience. That's very nice in a way.
RL: I'm interested to see how it will
Working out in the
be accepted here . For example, this
enclosure
morning you were talking to the
Daily Express. What was it like?
AV: I don't feel a special diffe;ence
when I talk about my work, between
here and anywhere else. They want
the basic information. And I always
talk in the tone of the interviewer . I
never try to press a deeper level on
them. I like to improvise in life. I just
react to the interviewer.
RL: What aspects do you think the
Express would have been interested
in?
AV: It was a very short interview. Of
course there are many aspects of this
exhibition that look very unusual. I
mean, it's unusual to see someone
performing in a zoo. But I would like
the public to go through this unusual
aspect, because it's like the vase, it's
so important you don't see the
flowers .
RL: But the popular newspapers will
only emphasise the unusual aspects .
AV: I don't know. Let them do what
they want ... Why not? Everyone
takes from the reality the aspect that
reflects most their inner attitude. I let
go and try not to press any attitude,
because it's very nice if a work has
many degrees of perception. I would
like to satisfy both a popular,
spontaneous, immediate view of the
work, at the same time a very
conscious and profound view . That's
the dream of any good artist , to be
able to respond to any approach. If
you want to take a sportive approach
to it, you can find a reply. If you
...,
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· want to take a metaphysical
approach to the work , there is a
reply. If you want to take an
intellectual approach, there is an
explanation. If you want to take an
entertainment approach, there is a
reply for it. I think that avant-garde
and new experiences have to leave
their enclosure, because art should
be able to communicate to a larger
view of these aspects. Because, if it's
founded on life, if it's founded on
essential motives, it has to work . In
interviews they ask me what is the
difference between the Italian public
and the German public, the Spanish
and the American, and really, I have
to be sincere, I see the journalists
pressing me so much to give a reply
that I force myself to find a
difference, but in fact, I don't find
much difference. It's just a human
approach to the public, because I'm
not playing to any reference. It's just
human beings looking at another
human being exposed.
RL: Do you speak to the public?
AV: If one of the public talks to me
and waits for an answer, what I do is
to try and reply with the energy of
the answer, but silently with a smile
presenting a businets card, on which
is written Urban Man.
RL: What happens if someone tries
to break into your enclosure?
AV: One of the rules of the game as in football there are rules - is
written on a noticeboard, 'Life
exhibition of a citizen. Please do not
enter. Thank you, Anthropological
Park.' And I have two
Anthropological park attendants, who
will explain that it's not allowed to
enter the space.
RL: So you have two keepers.
AV: I have two keepers that are
supposed to be the keepers of the
Anthropological Park, that shows the
specimen of the human race around
the world.
RL: Why not an Urban Woman?
AV: Because it would be a
performance about the problem of
couples. Is she serving the tea? Is he
serving the tea? Is he sitting first? Is
she sitting first? Who decides which
television programme? Is he going to
work while she's at home doing the
work? Is he doing the work while
she's going to the office? It will be
too complicated, and the essence of
what I want to do is just with the
lone body.
RL: What are your views on putting
animals in zoos?
AV: I'm not a critic . I just let it be. I
cannot be a critic, because the zoos
are inviting me to exhibit the human
being .
RL: But animals are not invited.
They're captured.
AV: I prefer not to go into that
subject. I'm not critical.
I'm very interested in communication RL: The classic 'no comment'!
AV: Yes, no comment!
RL: Why did you choose the
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businessman persona?

AV: I can comment on that.
Although I was born in Barcelona,
and consider myself of Catalan
origin, in my family I have a Dutch
grandfather , many of my family were
living in Paris, and London , and I
have myself been living in Paris for
six years, New York a year, Tokyo
nine months, Rome and Milan three
years. I've been living all around the
world, and the most synthetic
character , the most universal for me,
is the businessman . In all the
countries they have to have the same
way of moving . I mean this hotel
(The Holiday Inn , Swiss Cottage) you
could find in any place. You see
(gestures) there is some oriental
reference, we could now be in
Singapore, or Madrid, or New York,
and it wouldn't change much, and I
am interested in this aspect of the
universal culture.
RL: Is that why when you come from
your isolated house to this situation,
you like to stay in this kind of hotel?
AV: Yes, that is part of my training
for the Urban Man. I am now
dressed as the Urban Man . I observe
very much both people and animals,
and try to make a synthesis of this
organic communication, as if I was
one more being in exposition. So, I
try to be and not to represent. I try to
exist in the space through this being,
not to think that I exist through my
thinking . To translate through the
being, I am researching the thinking
body, not separating the brain . I
consider the brain has a form which
is the whole body. That's what I call
the thinking body. I will say, not 'I
think, then I exist', but, ' I exist, then
I'm able to think' . And you exist only
when you are.
RL: So you 've built up a kind of
ph ilosophy of behaviour in
performance?
AV: Yes.
RL: And has that been significantly
affected by the Urban Man work?
AV: Very significantly affected.
Indeed, it's even affecting my next
work.
RL: Which is?
AV: The one I am hoping to do in
London as well as the Urban Man is
Kinesis . It refers to the association
between photographed perception
and life perception. In this action I
present two photographs of the
Urban Man sitting in an armchair
and the photograph is taken at the
same time, with the same light in the
same space in the same position
with the same person, and the same
size. One is to the right and the other
to the left. In the middle of these two
photographs is an image of life, and I,
will be playing the life of an image.
RL: You'll be sitting between the two
photographs?
AV: Meticulously the same. So that
if you look from far away you'll see
three photographs the inspiration
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came from: when you see the
illusion of movement that is created
in the cinema . It's the time between
two photographs that gives you the
illusion of movement . I try to make a
trick, to make a journey, between
these two attitudes, that creates the
illusion of movement .
RL: So they are sl ightly dissimilar?
There is a movement between the
two photos?
AV: Yes, the arm moves , so. And I
do th is movement in twenty-five
minutes. And this will be the
miniscule part that you don't see in
the cinema, when you see two
photo.9 raphs, one after the other .
RL: Catching, so to speak , what
happens between the two frames of
the film.
AV: But giving the illusion that it is
the photo that is moving.
RL: What is the difference between
what you 're doing and what is called
performance art?
AV: Should I reply to this? Or should
a critic? I don't know. I just do what I
feel, and I present my research. I
don't feel concerned about if it is or
if it's not performance art.
RL: Well , a performance artist might
consider that it was necessary to
continue the performance of Urban
Man even while the public was not
there . But that is not to say that the
space between performance art and
theatre is not an interesting one .
AV: I will tell you, I think it's very
necessary to the idea, that it cannot
go through if there is not the
emot ion. In a way , if I am not
accepted by the publ ic the exhibition
will not be accepted. So, I do the
exhibition for the public. In that way ,
theatre has to please. If not, there is
no communication . I work not in
theatre , not in performance art, but
with communication. The definitions
w ill come afterwards. I'm very
interested in communication . Maybe
th at 's a reply. But it doesn 't me an
that I argue against performance art.
I just explain how I feel doing the
work.
RL: But why do you actually perform
in Urb an Man , rather than just
behave?
AV: The theatrical elements are
d ispl ay . They are part of an
ethnologic al observat ion in whi ch the
animal practices display .
RL: This is strict zoological theory,
that animals display?

AV: Display, and they joke and why
not? I want to show that in life that
there are some very solitary
moments, some very tragic
moments, exc ited moments , ludic
moments; and life is not only one
colour. So I present in this slice of
life all the ups and downs of a
human being.
RL: What kind of reactions have you
had from professional zoologists?
AV: Before doing the performance ,
very suspicious. After doing the
performance, many letters of
recommendation. The early attitude
is suspicious, always, because they
think I'm going to argue about one
thing or another. But afterwards even
the ethnologists and the biologists
are giving me suggestions, from a
scientific viewpoint .
RL: Presumably you feel that the
kind of preparation you 've done is
necessary. I mean you couldn 't just
put anybody into a cage.
AV: I don't think so, no . It would be
wrong. What I do is a result of
twenty years of work in movement,
and I try to present it without
showing it . I never pretend to show
to the public that I have worked it
this way . But I pretent to show the
public what's going on. If you show
that you have worked, that's
different . When I work in cities where
people don't know who Albert Vidal
is, it's better .
RL: How do you feel after finishing a
performance?
AV: Well, that's a personal quest ion .
I feel very open towards the people .
For example, after finish ing the
performance recently in Brussels, we
went to see Steve Paxton's
performance at midn ight, and when
we came back we were stopped by
police vans at a roadblock because of
CCC and Action Directe , terrorism,
these things, and I didn 't have any
papers . I start making the policemen
laugh , and making jokes, and he let
us all go. Maybe because it was that
after the performance I felt very
open. Sometimes I feel as if I'd like
to move like the Urban Man exhibit
in real life , but I doubt whether I
would be allowed to. Can you
imagine if I start moving in the
exhibit in the hotel lobby now, what
would happen? Someth ing I should
try one day? Maybe ; that's a
performance, without saying
anything .

RL: It would show up very well the
difference between what you do and
the way people do move, in that it's
based on your observat ions but
mo re ...
AV: It's transferred , in a way. It's a
kind of naturalism in that it 's not
showing that you are being
naturalistic. That's where I reject the
theatre . I'm very interested in the
mixture between rea lity and
representation. This is very
amb iguous in the exhib it . For
example if I read a newspaper article
while I am playing the Urban Man
and I am caught by an interest in the
article, as Alberto , the Urban Man
disappears. So, what do I have to
play when I am in front of a
newspaper? I play the reading of a
newspaper . Without do ing anything,
just having the newspaper in front of
me . But if / am read ing the
newspaper itself , it's boring .
RL: The image that you have built
up has disappeared. Really?
AV: I have had this experience, yes,
and I realised that it wou ld be very
natural if I read what was written
there, but no, I have to be conscious
that so many people are watching.
Conducting his own
Because I think that noth ing is so
funeral
unsimilar to a camel than a camel on
a stage.•
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TheBowGamelanEnsemblehavebeen the hottest(literally)thingaroundBritainthisyear,andit
is to their creditthat LIFfhavefounda suitablyunusualcanal-sidevenue for this adventurous
and intrepidtrio.Allpractisingartistsof some pedigree,theyhad the idea of the BowGamelan
ILESprofilesthe avant-gardeEast
while floatingup BowCreekin a convertedlifeboat.CHIDSSIE
End scrap metal merchants:
'Within the conservative realms of
Western art culture there have always
been artists who have sought to
stimulate and indicate change by
inclusion - by admitting into their
work elements (ideas and materials)
that were generally considered
"noise" rather than "meaningful!
utterance". The territory that the Bow
Gamelan have set out to explore can
be seen within this inclusive tradition'
(P.D. Burwell) .
The Bow Gamelan Ensemble was
formed in 1983, when Paul Burwell ,
interested in returning to the building
and playing of self-made instruments
for which he had become well known
in the early seventies, was seeking a
sculptor with whom to collaborate on
a new project. Richard Wilson, a
sculptor whose work has always dealt
with impermanence, change, and 'anti sculpture' ideas, was approached,
while Burwell's long time collaboration
with Anne Bean, whose prolific work
with performance, cabaret, music,
paintings and sculpture, both solo, and
with various artists is legendary,
completed the trio. Thus the Bow (the
Bow referring to the area to the area

CAMELAN
ENSEMBLE

Sparks fly at a recent
performance at
London's Diorama
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in East London in which the group live
and from which most of their
instruments derive) Gamelan (pointing
to similarities with the metal
percussion orchestras of Indonesia)
was born.
For inspiration, ideas and material.
the group looked to their immediate
environment. In an old working barge
part-owned by Richard Wilson they
would traverse Bow Creek, a stretch of
water lined by scrapyards,
timberyards, boatyards and a
functioning paint factory, all of which
provided a rich source of discarded
objects and machinery as well as a
highly evocative atmosphere born of
urban industrial activ ity alongside the
overall decay of London's river life .
Broken machinery , equipment, metal
objects and other debris were
amassed, and out of these and other
similarly discarded objects an
'orchestra' was created, with a
complete range of instruments . The
group see it rather as a single , organic
instrument which all three art ists
activate simultaneously .
The instruments are of
approximately three types : percussive
and rhythmic - electric motors, fans,
oil drums, metal objects, splintering ·
glass; melodic - sirens, electric horns
and bells, steam whistles, bagpipes,
whirled bunches of rope, Pyrophones ;
and pyrotechnics - blow torches, wax
tapers, an electric arc welder,
fireworks, gun caps and burning wire
wool, which are activated either as
instruments in their own right or to
play other instruments, as when, for
example, the blow torch is used to
splinter glass or activate the steam
whistles, or the arc welder to create
flashes of white light and a shower of
sparks.
In the building of 'junk instruments'
and in the use of throwaway materials
there is a concern by the group that
the work should not reinforce the idea
of a peripheral status in relation to the
art establishment - in which the
artists are seen as rag-pickers in a
shanty-town environment, in stark
contrast to the vast amounts of money
spent on technology and 'high' art.
The work produced by the Bow
Gamelan is deliberately and directly in
contrast to the dominant cultural form
and ideas of 'music'. Yet the use of
such materials is essential to the kind
of change and development which the
Bow Gamelan seek . Their instruments
have no history, so their use has no
connotations or pre-conceptions. It is
impossible to play an arc welder
'wrongly' . What matters is the quality
of the expression produced. It is the
ideas which are important, and
through unlocking sounds from the
materials, the ideas are reproduced.
The objects' ephemerality is of vital
importance. Where they once had a
particular function, now they have
another, and are invested with an
almost infinite potential, for which the
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Early influences - the
conductor of Factory
Sirens and Steam
Whistles, USSR 1922

decision lies always w ith the artists.
Because the instruments are not
'precious' objects, they can be cut up,
altered and used for some completely
different purpose; parts can be
exchanged and new bits added, so
that they grow and develop
organically . The only limitations upon
the orchestra, apart from those of
transportability, are self -imposed. The
Bow Gamelan have made a conscious
decision not to use electronically
generated sounds, amplified sound all instruments are acoustic - or
traditional musical instruments,
including the human voice . The only
words one may find in a Bow
Gamelan performance are those
written in fireworks, on glass or on
heat-sensitive paper, onto which 'Bow
Gamelan' is traced with a blow torch.
The use of machinery and old
equipment is significant , in that the
objects were originally designed to
make similar sounds to those evoked
by the Bow Gamelan . Production,
work and machinery are essentially
rhythmic, as are work songs, and
syncopation and loudness/softness
have always been features of both
machinery and music.
Pyrotechnics are also an important
element in Bow Gamelan work, for
several reasons . Paul Burwell has had
a long-standing involvement with
pyrotechnics, both in his collaborat ive
work with Stephen Cripps and in his
solo performances. Anne Bean has
also used fire in her work. Fire, the
most mutable element, effects change

\

.

\
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in substances, and is associated with
rebirth, re-creation and new life . It is
strongly linked to many of the
concerns of time-based performance
and installation work, such as change
and ephemerality. Fire also creates
energy, in the same way as does
sound, forming a visual and aural
parallel. Pyrotehnics are also used by
Bow Gamelan to provide their own
special lighting effects and to create a
sense a sense of drama through the
use of shadows , explosions, flashes,
sparks and candles .
'Some have likened it
The extraordinary range of at once
to watching workers haunting, comic , evocative,
on a building site or aggressive , delightful and strange
stoking boilers on a sounds and visual effects which Bow
ship' Gamelan produce does have a
historical precedent , in an obscure but
important and fascinating history of
Photo: Richard Waite
found and constructed instruments.

These include Edgar Varese's
'Ionisation', recorded in 1933, the first
piece ever written solely for
percussion, which uses 37 percussion
instruments including hand-held
klaxons and other ' non' instruments;
the Pyrophone, a long tube which
produces a haunting, mournful sound
when a flame is introduced into it,
which is actually an eighteenth century
instrument, and most spectacular of
all, the Concert of Factory Siren and
Steam Whistles, which took place in
Russia in 1922. This symphony
incorporated factory whistles,
foghorns of the entire Caspian fleet,
two battles of artillery, hydroplanes, a
machine gun section , several infantry
regiments and a choir of thousands.
The Bow Gamelan claim to have not
been directly influenced by the
extraordinary groups of musical
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experimentation (too numerous for
discussion here, but also including
John Cage, Bongo Joe, and Harry
Partch), but rather see themselves as
operating from a similar stance and
viewpoint.
The group's work has been
extremely well received by a broad
range of people, for whom it has a
strange fascination; some have likened
it to watching workers on a building
site or stoking the boilers on a ship,
the noise, sparks and uniforms
evoking scenes of industrial activity.
The use of souwesters as working
outfits was adopted initially as a
practical aid to enable the group to
see each other in 1he dark, rather than,
as is usually thought, as protective
clothing. It also, in the words of Anne
Bean, makes the group 'synonymous
and anonymous'. People are often
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surprised to discover at the end of a
performance, as she takes off her
souwester hat and shakes out her hair
in a blur of sparks, smoke and noise,
that she is a woman . This
subordination of the individual
personality to a group activity is an
important feature of the Bow
Gamelan's work . All three artists' work
otherwise draws on more internal
sources and has a more personal
expression of an individual statement .
In a Bow Gamelan performance
however, one is unaware of the artists
as individuals; the attention is
focussed on the orchestra as a whole ,
with the artists as activators of
something larger.
The Gamelan Ensemble can expand
ad infinitum. This summer , after their
tour of Belgium, Ireland and the USA ,
they hope to experiment with
spectacular, large -scale steam effects
during a performance scheduled for
the South Bank . There seems no limit
to the potential of the group; it will, it
seems, be a w ish to concentrate on
individual projects which will affect
their output rather than a running-out
of enthusiasm , ideas and commitment.
Meanwhile, they espouse the
sentiments expressed by Harry Partch:
'Music ... has only two ingredients
that may be called God-given - the
capacity of a body to vibrate and
produce sound, and the mechanism of
the human ear that registers it . .. all
else in the art of music , which may be
studied and analysed , was created by
man or is implicit in human acts and
Performing in Swindon
therefore subject to fiercest scrutiny shopping precinct
and ultimately to approval ,
indifference or contempt . All else is
subject to change.' •
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'Theendof Europehascome!Culturalarchetypes
andethicshave
finallylost all sense.Thefascination
of theold worldhasgone, it is
impossibleto live. Europe(read:theculture
, eventhecivilisation)
has
no longeranyreasonto exist.Apocalypse?
Andyet sojoyous,an
optimisticapocalypse.
Because,
in theendit's theendof Europeand
not theendof the world!Because
in this spectacle
oneis not crying,
but oneis shoutingthe wordof 'hope', AMERICA!
So thegreaterthe
joy on the facesof thecharacters
in thisdrama,thegreateris the
sadnessof Wisniewski
, because
he hasthis decadent
habityou see;
undercutting
genuineemotionwithlaughterandaddingto realtearsthe
rednoseof theclown.'
Tomasz Raczek: Theatre of Joyous Apocalypse
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'Janusz
Wisniewskis
's
forceof expression
is theresultof his
strictlyformal
approach;
his
capacityto enclose
withina narrow
limit-of-timeand
space-his
turbulent
imagination
full of
rich seams
,
grotesque
images,
animated
mannequins
and
strangemasks.
Wisniewski
situateshis
harbingers
of the
newapocalypse
in
a stormof
catastrophic
events
impregnated
with
panicand
destruction.The
mad, feverish
events are in his
handsconveyed
to
theaudience
by
meansof the
convent
ionsof the
circus, the variety
hall, andthesilent
film. Theyare
balanced
and
animated
by the
funeralrythmsof
themusicof Jerzy
Satanowsk
i. '
Dragan Klaic:
Polytyka,
Belgrade
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MAISHE
MAPONYA,
a BlackSouthAfricanwriter,wroteDirtyWork-which we extracthere- for
the BahamutsiTheatreCompany,and made historyby being the firstAfricanin SouthAfricato
write for and direct a white performer.This absurdist satire is performedwith military
paraphernaliasuch as sandbags,machineguns, andvariousuniforms,and openswitha lecture
by 'PieterHannekom'the newly installed directorof security:

GOOD MORNING, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
WELCOME, DAMES EN HERE EK HETU WELKOM;
and I see that we have some black delegates from our
neighbouring states-so
MANENE NA MANENEKAZI, SI YA NI BULISA. I hope I got that right. I've been
practising for weeks . My first and very pleasant duty
is to welcome you all here on behalf of our first citizen,
the honourable Prime Minister and his No . 1 assistant, the honourable Minister of Defence, to what we
hope will be a very exciting, very advanced, very
informative and most historical session . You know,
ladies and gentlemen, I am sure that when historians
come to write about this time, they will regard this
conference as a waterhut in the Post-Carleton era
maar ons sal die geskiedenis laat besluit ne. Both our
honoured patrons send their greetings and their apologies. They had hoped to be here, but as you might
know, their South American tour has been extended,
you see the British government has given them permission to visit the Falkland Islands in order to lay a
wreathe on behalf of the Boer Women and Children
who died there in concentration camps. I would like to
ask you all please to remain silent for 15 seconds in
their memory.
Thank you. Well ladies and gentlemen, the newspapers have been speculating for weeks as to who
would head the newly formed Department of Secur-

ity. It gives me great pleasure to lay that speculation
to rest. I am that man. My name is Pieter Hannekom
and I was appointed Director of Security with specific
instructions to reorganize the department along mod ern technical lines, I was also instructed to restructure
the department so as to insure that all the citizens of
this wonderful country can live in peace and security
and prosperity and in stability and of course in their
own group areas. (Laughter) I was also instructed to
establish a functional relationship between the department of security, defence and the business sector, hence this conference the first concrete achievement of my department, but I assure you not the last.
Now, you are probably all sitting there wondering,
and quite correctly too, who is this man and what
given him the right to stand up there and lecture us
about security? Well my name as I said before, is
Pieter Hannekom and I have a long history of interest
in security affairs, which dates back, if I may be
forgiven a personal reminiscence , to the age of five.
You know, I was in my little kamer en ek het met my
... well how I shall put this - I was examining my
anatomy in a way that little children do when my
mother came in, called me, and most definitely did
not approve en ek het 'n vreeslike pakslae gekry I can
still feel it (laugh, laugh) but the point of that little
anecdote is that my little mind realised there and then
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that if one wished to live a peaceful and prosperous
life, one had to have controlled access to premises in other words - one had to have SECURITY. This
interest in security affairs continued during school.
My favourite subjects were science and metalwork
and in my matric year, I designed a number of locks
one of which, my own particular favourite, was one
which spurted out poison gas if a fail-safe mechanism
wasn't activated before trying to open the lock. This
lock was reported by out local newspaper, the Senekal Advertiser - one of the few remaining patriotic
newspapers in the Land - and it brought me to the
attention of a group of men, who have asked to
remain anonymous, and they shall do so ; and they
sponsored my further career which included training
in Rhodesia, Israel, Paraguay and Taiwan and a few
other Friendly countries, which for security reasons
must remain unnamed, and brought me here even tually talking to you . By the way, if any of you are
interested in finding out more about my locks, my
cousin Sarel runs a very good lock factory, the
address is in the conference folders you have all been
given. Phone Sarel, mention my name and you're
sure of a good price. I have a vast reservoir of knowledge and experience and am almost bursting with
enthusiasm to install a tough and effective security
department in this, our beloved land. I am sure that at
the end of this conference which, will last as planned,
for 72 hours non-stop, you will share my enthusiasm,
some of my knowledge and you will all be able to
pronounce my name - Hannekom.
The title of our session is IN HOUSE TRAINING
SCHEME, which we felt was innocuous enough to
deceive even the most suspicious-minded
of the
liberal newspapers and the object of the session is to
transfer ideas and knowledge from me to you. I am
sure that you all agree that the encouragement of
co-operation between industry members and security agencies will result in a better future for us all. You
know, ladies and gentlemen, if you go into the offices
and workplaces to-day, you will find that when the
people are not working , they are not talking about
how Zola will do at the Olympics or whether NAAS
will be readmitted to amateur rugby-what
they are
talking about is strikes and boycotts. Strikes and
boycotts, my cousin Koos, who runs a very good
market research agency which you might like to make
use of - the address is in your folders - well Koos
has just completed a survey which shows that 86.4%
of average white South Africans talk about the strikes
and boycotts for ar. average of 17.6 minutes on an
average day. Now that means, that quite apart from
the money lost from the strikes and boycotts themselves, this country loses 300 million rand every year
in wasted man hours. The economic aspects of the
business are of course well known to you. Now with
the exchange rate of the rand and the price of gold
being where they are today that is a lot of money!
Perhaps what you are less aware of is the link between industrial action on the one hand and terrorist
action on the other. You know when Mr Slogun and
his comrades sit there in their London offices (what
the Nkomati accord really means is that they no
longer have headquarters on the subcontinent - a
wonderful security measure that accord) planning
their strategies, they don 't only plan where to plant a
bomb, they also plan where to plant a subversive
thoughtand this conference will give us ways and
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means of combatting these terror tactics - to allow
us all to fulfil the motto of the security department
which is:
causa be/la hie haec hoe Risski excreta
Terra firma pro patria be/Ii securita
which, for those of you who we are not versed in the
classical languages roughly translates as
Let us resist the Communist thought manure
Let us fight for our land and be secure!
(Lights flicker and go out). Ons is in die donker.
Ligte Man! ladies and gentlemen, there seems to be
some small electrical problem. I am sorry but I'm
alive, why not have a broad smile, I shall soon have
the current working again. You just listen to the
music . I'll be back with you in a moment.
Well here I am again . You know ladies and gentlement the black youths of today don't have quite the
same respect for education that we used to have. The
little buggers have set fire to the distribution board at
their school hence the electricity problem. But they've
learned a different kind of lesson today and even if
they won't be able to sit down for a while, they are
back at school.
Oh, perhaps I should tel l you about this . It's a very
useful security accessory . The lappie is just an ordinary one that you can buy at the OK or Pick 'n Pay and
there are moves afoot to have them made G.S.T. exempt. And it comes in a range of twelve very
fashionable colours. What makes it special is the fluid
which was invented by Professor Gert and his team
called tri-chloro polymethutoluene
baked bean or
some such thing; and if there is an industrial unrest at
your plant, then you put it on and its stops teargas
from getting at you. So what you do is, you put the
fluid over the lappie and put the lappie over your nose
and put your nose over the steering wheel of an R.P.
and you ' re all fine. Of course you don't know what an
R.P. is? I'm sorry I should have told you. An R.P. is a
vehicle, it stands for Riot Pacifier and is very useful in
controlling labour problems . .. And we get it from
the United States - America I beg your pardon?
Why? Well because they are our friends, like us, they
have Russia as their enemy I was also instructed to
restructure the department and so they want to help
us stop the Russians from transforming this land into
chaos! Anyway these mach ines have a kind of P.A.
system on top with which you can tell the rioters to
shut up, and if this doesn 't work you 've got machines
that fire rubber bullets and a sort of pod which farts
outI beg your pardon , it poeps oh I'm sorry which
emits a very powerful tear gas and then al l the rioters
run around like headless chickens (LAUGHTER).
Seriously though if you have any unrest in your
factories or whatever, these machines will sort it out
quickly enough. Of course they can only be bought
with a permit but I have a cousin in the permit department and there should be no problem. You might well
need these machines, ladies and gentlemen, because
rest assured,
you have communists
i n your
businesses . And if he belongs to a union , take double
care because we have incontrovertible
proo f that
unions are nothing other than fronts for banned organisations .
If any of you think that the enemy is still in Russia
you are walking in your sleep - I repeat you are
walking in your sleep. The enemy is all AROUND! THE
ENEMY IS ALL AROUND.
•
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TheMladinskoTheatreof Ljubliana,
Yugoslavia,
bringa performance
of LIFfbasedon a novelby
DANILO
KIS,entitledMassin AMinor.Theyperformthispoliticalthrillerin actionson all sidesof
an audiencewho are seatedin the centreof the theatre.Weprintan extractfromthe novelon
which it's based, translatedby DuskaMikic-Mitchell:
'History recorded him as Novsky,
which is only a pseudonym (or, more
precisely, one of his pseudonyms).
But what immediately spawns doubt
is the question: did history really
record him? In the index of the
Granat Encyclopedia, among the 246
authorized biographies and
autobiographies of great men and
participants in the Revolution, his
name is missing. In his commentary
on this encyclopedia, Haupt notes
that all the important figures of the
Revolution are represented, and
laments only the "surprising and
inexplicable absence of Podvoysky."
Even he fails to make an allusion to
Novsky , whose role in the Revolut ion
was more significant than that of
Podvoysky . So in a "surprising and
inexplicable" way this man whose
political principles gave validity to a
rigourous ethic, this vehement
internationalist, appears in the
revolutionary chronicles as a
character without a face or a voice .'
'The ancient Greeks had an
admirable custom : for anyone who
perished by fire, was swallowed by a
vo lcano, buried by lava, torn to
pieces by beasts, devoured by
sharks, or whose corpse was
scattered by vultures in the desert,
they built so-called cenotaphs, or
empty tombs, in their homelands; for
the body is only fire, water, or earth,
whereas the soul is the Alpha and
the Omega , to which a shrine should
be erected.'
'Right after Christmas of 1885, the
Czar's Second Cavalry Regiment
halted on the west bank of the
Dnieper to catch their breath and
celebrate the feast of the epiphany.
Prince Vyazemsky, a cavalry colonel,
emerged from the icy water with the
symbol of Christ in the form of a
silver cross. Prior to that, the soldiers
had shattered the thick crust of ice
for some twenty metres around with
dynamite; the water was the colour
of steel. The young Prince
Vyazemsky had refused to let them
tie a rope around his waist. He
crossed himself, his blue eyes gazing
at the clear winter sky, and jumped
into the water. His emergence from
the icy whirlpools was first
celebrated with salvos, and then with
the popping of the corks of
champagne bottles in the improvised
officers' canteen set up in an
elementary school building. The
soldiers received their holiday ration
of seven hundred grams of Russian
cognac each: the personal gift of
Prince Vyazemsky to the Second
Cavalry. Drinking began right after

the religious service in the village
church and continued until late in the
afternoon. David Ambramovich was
the only soldier not present at the
service. They say that during that
time he was lying in the warm
manger of the stables , reading the
Talmud, which, given the profusion
of associations, seems dubious to
me . One of the soldiers noticed his
absence and a search began. They
found him in the shed (in the stab les,
according to some) with the
untouched bottle of cognac beside
him . They forced him to drink the
liquor given him by the grace of the
Czar, stripped him to the waist so as
not to desecrate the uniform, and set
about flogging him with a knout.
Finally, when he was unconscious,
they tied him to a horse and dragged
him to the Dnieper . A thin crust had
already formed where they had
previously broken the ice. Having
tied him around the waist with horse
whips so he wouldn 't drown , they
pushed him into the ice water. When
they finally pulled him out, blue and ...
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PDR
BORIS
DAVIDDVICN
half dead, they poured the remainder
of the cognac down his throat and
then, holding the silver cross over
his forehead, sang in chorus "The
Fruit of Thy Womb". In the evening,
while he was burning with fever,
they transferred him from the stables
to the house of Solomon Malmud,
the village teacher . Malamud's
sixteen-year-old daughter coated the
wounds on the back of the
unfortunate private with cod-liver oil.
Before leaving with his regiment,
which was being dispatched that
morning to crush an uprising, David
Abramovich, still feverish, swore to
her that he would come back . He
kept his promise. From this romantic
encounter, whose authenticity we
have no reason to doubt , Boris
Davidovich was born, he who would
go down in history under the name
of Novsky, B.D. Novsky.'
'At the age of four he was already
able to read and write; at nine his
father took him along to the Saratov
Tavern near the Jewish market,
where at a corner table, by the
porcelain spittoon, his father
practiced his trade as a lawyer.'
'Since he was already more literate
fhe violent beginnings than his father, little Boris Davidovich
of Boris Davidovich recorded their complaints. In the
evening, they say, his mother read
the Psalms to him, chanting them.
When he was ten, an old estate
overseer told him about the peasant
uprisings of 1846: a harsh tale in
which the kno ut, sabre, and gall ow s
dealt out both j usti ce an d inju stice. at
thirt een, unde r the influe nce of
Vl adimir So lov iev's Ant ichri st, he ran
aw ay fro m ho m e, but w as b rough t
bac k, escorted by poli ce from a
d ista nt st at ion.'
His biography does not lack
information ; what is puzzling is the
chronology (which his al iases and
the dizzying succession of places
make on ly more d ifficult ). In
February 1913 we find him in Baku
as a fireman 's helper on a steam
eng ine ; in Septemb er of the same
year , among the leaders of a str ike in
a wallpaper factory in lv anovoVoznesensk; in October , among the
organizers of the street
demonstrations in St . Petersburg .
Nor are details lacking : the pol ice on
ho rses scattering the demonstrators
with sabres and black leather whips ,
the Junker variation of a knout. Boris
Davidovich, then known as
Bezrabotny, managed to escape
through the side entrance of a
brothel on Dolgorukovska Street.
In the spring of 1912, in elegant St.
Pete rsburg salons , where talk of
Rasput in was growing ever more
anxious , a young engineer named
Zemlyanikov appeared, dressed in a
light -coloured suit in the latest
fashion , with a dark orchid pinned to
his lapel, a dandy's hat, a walking
stick, and a monocle. This dandy,
with his ~ine bearing , broad

shoulders, small, trim beard, and
thick dar k hair, boasted of his
co nnectio ns, talk ed of Rasputin with
de rision, and claimed to be a
pers onal acquaintance of Leonid
Andreyev .
So the ghost of Engineer
Zemlyanikov had returned again to
the salons, and briefly threatened to
undermine the fame of Rasputin. It
was not too difficult to establish
certain facts: Zemlyanikov had used
his frequent trips abroad for
thoroughly disloyal purposes; on his
last return from Berlin , under the silk
shirts and expensive suits in his
black leather suitcases, the border
police had discovered some fifty
Brownings of German make .
After an obvious gap in our
sources, we find him in an insane
asylum in Malinovsk, among
severely disturbed and dangerous
lunatics, from which, disguised as a
high school student, he escaped on a
bicycle to Saturn. Undoubtedly he
faked his madness, its certification by
two eminent doctors
notwithstanding;
even the police
were aware of this, retaining the two
doctors as sympathizers of the
Revolution. His later whereabouts are
more or less known : one early
September morning in 1913, just
before dawn, Novsky boarded a ship
and, hidd en among tons of eggs,
he ad ed for Paris via Constantinople.
Ther e, during the day we find him in
t he Russi an Libra ry o n the Avenue
des Gobe lin s and t he M usee Guimet,
wh ere he studied t he ph ilo sop hy of
hist o ry and rel ig ion ; and in th e
ev en ing , in La Roto nde in
Mon t parnass e w ith a gl ass of bee r,
wear ing 'the m ost elegant hat to be
found in all Paris .'
On a bright autumn day , w hi le
lunching at the salon of t he fa mous
Basel Sanatorium in Davo s, where he
was undergoing treatment for his
nerves and his sl ightly t uber cular
lungs , Novsky was vis ited by one of
the members of the Internat ional
named Levin . Dr Drunwald
approached them; he was Swiss, a
disc iple and friend of Jung , an
author ity in his field. According to
Lev in's testimony, the conversation
was about the weather (the sunny
October), about mus ic (a recent
co ncert given by a woman pat ient) ,
about death (her musical soul had
expired the night before) . Between
the meat and quince compote ,
served them by a waiter wearing a
un iform and white gloves , Dr
Gruwald , losing the thread of the
conversation, said in his nasa l vo ice
(on ly to fill an awkward silen ce):
'There 's some kind of revolution in
St . Petersburg .'
Some documents lead us to
conclude that Novsky , swep t away
by a wave of nationalism and
bitterness, received the news of the
truce, in spite of everyth ing, as a

blow . Levin spea ks of a nervous
crisis, and M eisnero va passes over
this period w ith t he haste of an
accomplice. It seemed, however, that
without grea t resi st ance Novsky
dropp ed his Maus er and, as a sign of
remorse, burned the plans of his
assault bombs and his 70-metre
flame throwers, and joined the ranks
of the Internationalists. Soon we find
him, tireless and ubiquitous, among
the supporters of the Brest-Litovsk
peace, distributing anti-war
propaganda leaflets, and , as a fiery
agitator among the soldiers, standing
on boxes of artillery shells, erect as a
statue . In this quick and , so to speak,
painless transformation of Novsky, a
certain woman appears to have
played a major role. In the chronicles
of the Revolution, her name is
recorded : Zinaida Mihailovna
Maysner .
A letter from those years, written
in Novsky's hand, remains the only
authentic document that combines,
deeply and mysteriously,
revolutionary passion with sensual
love: ' . . . As soon as I entered the
university I found myself in prison. I
was arrested exactly thirteen times.
Of the twelve years that followed my
first arrest, I spent more than half at
hard labour. In addition , three times I
walked the painful road of exile, a
road that took three years of my life .
During the br ief pe riods of my
"freedom" I w atched, as in a movie
the atre, the passing of sad Russian
vill ages, to w ns, peo ple and events,
but I wa s alwa ys in flight - on a
horse, on a boat, in a cart. I never
slept in th e same bed for more th an
a month . I've come to know the
horror of Russian reality in the long
te d ious w inter even ings w hen th e
pa le ligh ts of Vas ilevs ky Island bar ely
blin k, and a Russian v illa g e em erge s
in t he moonlight in a false and
decept ive beauty . My on ly pas sion
was t his arduous , rapt uro us, an d
m yster ious profess ion of
revo lut ionary . .. Forg iv e me, Zina,
an d carry m e in your heart ; it w ill be
as pain f ul as a kidney stone .'
The wedding ceremony was
performed on December 27, 1919, on
the to rpedo boat Sparta cus , wh ich
was anc hored in Kronstadt ha rbour .
The torpedo boat greeted th em
w ith wh istl es and the chee rs of the
crew. The breathless radioman
bro ught to the command er's bri dg e,
whe re the young m arried coup le had
taken she lter, uncoded cables with
cong ratulations from all the Soviet
ports from Astrakhan to Enzeli: ' Long
live the newlyweds! ' ' Long live t he
Red f leet !' 'Hurrah for t he brav e crew
of the Spartacus!' The Revolut ionary
Counci l of Kronstadt sent armored
ca rs with nine cases of French
champagne seized from the
anarch ists the day before.
Kronstadt's brass band climbed up
the gangplank and onto the deck
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playing marches . Because of the
temperature, 22° below zero
(Fahrenheit). the instruments had a
strange, cracked sound, as if made of
ice. Patrol boats swarmed around,
greeting the crew with signals . Three
times stern trios of Chekists came on
deck, their guns drawn, demanding
that the celebration be stopped for
security reasons; three times they
returned their guns to their holsters
at the mention of Novsky's name,
and joined the officers' chorus in its
shouts of 'Bittter! Bitter! ... Sweet!
Sweet!'
This marriage was dissolved after
eighteen months, and Zinaida
Mihailovna , during an illegal
excursion to Europe, became the
companion of the Soviet diplomat
A.O . Karamazov. As far as her brief
marriage to Novsky is concerned,
some documents tell of tormented
scene of jealousy and passionate
reconciliations . The claim that
Novsky used to whip Zinaida
Mihailovna in his jealous fits,
however, may well be the fruit of
another jealous imagination - that
of Mikulin. In her autobiographical
book Wave After Wave, Zinaida
Mihailovna passes over her personal
memories as if writing them on
water: the whip appears here only in
its historical and metaphorical
context as the 'knout' that
mercilessly whips the face of the
Russian people .
As far as we know , he held his last
position in Kazakhstan , in the Central
Office for Communications and
Liaisons . He was bored; and in his
office he again behan to draw plans
to make calculations : a bomb the
size of a walnut, with tremendous
destructive power, obsessed him
until the end of his life .
B.D. Novsky, the representative of
the People's Commissariat for
Communications and Liaisons, was
arrested in Kazakhstan on December
23, 1930, at two o'clock in the
morning. His arrest was much less
dramatic than reported in the West.
According to the reliable testimony
of his sister, there was no armed
resistance and fighting on the stairs.
Novsky was asked urgently over the
telephone to come to the Central
Office . The voice was probably that
of the engineer on duty: Butenko .
At dawn the next day he was taken
out of his cell and sent to Suzdal.
When the car arrived at the railroad
station on that icy morning, the
platform was deserted . A single
cattle car stood on a siding, and it
was to this car that they took
Novsky. Fedukin, the tall, pockmarked, and unbending interrogator,
spent some five hours alone with
Novsky in this cattle car (the doors
were locked from the outside). trying
to persuade him of the moral
obligation of making a false
confession. These negotiations failed
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BARBARA
LEHMANN,
our NewYorkcorrespondent,just /oJ'esa good wild-goose-chase,and she
was luckilyon the spot when it was announcedthat the legendaryand elusive WinstonTong,
presentwhereaboutsunknown,mightjust be appearingin LIFf,and mightjust be traceablevia
a certain San Franciscotelephone number. Nowread on:
You reach a certain stage and
there becomes no such thing as
vacation. I woke up my first
morning in SF to the panoramic
vista of the Golden Gate and the
ringing of a telephone that did
not belong to me. I answered it
anyway. There was the familiar
click of a long distance
connection and suddenly, I was
greeted by the cheerful tones of
my Fearless Editor.
'How's the weather in SF?' he
asked.
Gazing out the windows of my
mother's photographic studio, it
was sunny and clear all the way
to Marin County. I couldn't
complain.
'Listen,' he continued, 'how
would you like to track down
Winston Tong for me. He's
performing this summer in the
LIFT Festival and maybe you can
collect a few quotes.'
Winston Tong. Though I have
never seen him or TuxedoMoon,
the band he used to perform
with, his name was no stranger
to me. Starting in 1977, he was
part of the new wave of
performance artists that lit up
the West Coast. Mariana Trench
says that he was one of the first
people in SF to sport Light Blue
Hair. In 1978, after his first
performance at LaMama, Ellen
Stewart called him up to say,
'Honey, you just won an OBIE.
Get yourself out to NY.'
Currently, he resides in Belgium
taking in the European
influences . He released a single,
THEORETICAL CHINA, made with
English musicians on Island
Records, that is #2 on the Pop
Charts in Paris.
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'Well ,' I said, feeling not
adverse to a little reportage,
'Could be interesting. Got his
phone number? '
'Th is is the interesting thing,'
said the Editor. 'He may be
d iff icult to get hold of . I can give
you the number of his sister,
Moochie. I'm sure she'll be able
to steer you in the right
direction .'
' No problem ,' said I, having
just returned from a sojourn in
LA with my own brother, the
baby movie mogul. There is no
stronger institution than the
family . Or so I have been led to
believe.
At 10:30 that morning, I
telephoned Moochie. Her voice
at the other end was heavy with
sleep. She took my message and
promised to relay it to her
brother. I felt secure that by
dinner time there would be some
form of coramunication from
him . This was not the case.
After dinner at Sam's Grill a la
Dashiell Hammett, I discovered
that I had misplaced Moochie's
number in the abyss of my
mother's house. Since there was
no listing in the directory for a
Moochie, I dialed every M. Tong
in the book but to no avail.
Finally, I called my friend,
Marian Gray, Photographer of
Bay Area Performance Art At
Large. She referred me to Barbie
v ia a maternity shop called
Japanese Weekend. Barbie's
boyfriend had recently
collaborated with Winston as a
part of Voice Farm.
The next morning I called
Barbie, but she was in a meeting
and would be unavailable until
2 :00.
Meanwhile, on a walk over
Russian Hill (my birthplace), I
stopped at the Art Institute just
to have a look around. There , I
ran into Kathy Bruh who
promised to make a few phone
calls for me .
After an Italian lunch at the
Cate Sport in North Beach (home
of the Beats), I called Barbie back
but she was still unavailable. So
I made my case to the man who
answered . He seemed to know
all about me (was this the
boyfriend?) and suggested I call
the Stone, a rock club on
Broadway, where Winston and
Voice Farm had performed. I
thanked him and dialed
information .

Unfortunately, the one listed
phone number for The Stone
p lugged into a taped
announcement. You can imagine
my frustration.
That night Marian and Kathy
came over for dinner at my
parents to look at the video tape
of my latest performance ,
Physical Education. Kathy
brought two phone numbers
with her . She said, 'As a matter
of fact , Winston telephoned the
Art Institute this afternoon.' She
informed him that I was looking
for him and even gave him my
phone number.
Still he hadn't called.
The next morning at 10:00,
armed with Kathy's numbers, I
took to the telephone . Again,
whoever it was answered it was
filled with sleep . I began to feel
gu ilty barking up all these
sleeping trees . The vo ice assured
me that Winston was not there
but would be checking in later in
the day. Again, I left my
message.
I dec ided not to ring the next
number (who knows , it might
have even been Moochie 's)
simply because I was now
worried that too much hounding
might scare my man away. So ,
like many other women before
me, I decided to wait by the
telephone for ' him to call' .
Happily, phone mach ines are a
great source of liberation. When
I returned from a sumptuous
lunch in Berkeley at Chez Panisse
followed by a stroll around the
Jonathan Borofsky show at the
Berkeley Art Museum , there it
was in digital display : One Call
Received. All it takes is one . And
sure enough, it was he.
He had left a number for me to
cal l between 6 :30 and 7:30 that
evening. At 6:45 , an older
Chinese woman answered my
ring and then handed the
receiver to her son , Winston .
His soft voice welcomed my
sol icitation. He had t ried to call
me before but Moochie had
taken down the wrong number.
And what was this English
Performance Magazine anyway?
As we were both scheduled to
flee SF on Tuesday (today was
Friday), we arranged to meet on
Monday at 1 :00 in my mother 's
garden .
After climbing the 26 steps
from the street to the front door
(the house is built on a hill) ,

Winston Tong greeted me with a
shy, friendly smile. He was
dressed in the de rigeur black
garb that identifies art ists and
his handshake was warm. Later
he would refer to some of his
character as ambisexua l.
I led him into the garden
which just happened to be in
bloom. It was very soothing out
in the almost sun .
Lately Winston has been
reading about Alexander the
Great. 'I have an Alexander
Complex ,' he said . 'I am very
loyal and devoted to my friends
and I expect the same thing in
return.'
Like myself, Winston is a first
generation San Franciscan who
was nurtured on Herb Blau and
Jules lrving's Actor 's Studio and
the early American Conservatory
Theatre. He stud ied acting at the
California Institute of the Arts
w ith Blau's wife, Beatrice
Manley. Out of school , he
discovered the sad real ity of
type-casting in the American
Theatre, finding himself eligible
for roles such as The Chinese
Houseboy . This kind of racism
pushed him out of theatre into
performance where he could
play anyone he pleased to play .
He has cast himself as Rimbaud ,
Wilhelm Reich and Billie Holliday
to name a few.
'I examined the art that healed
me , inspired me, brought me out
of my misery and gave me
something to live for ,' he said . 'I
felt like I must come to theatre
via t he Back Door .'
We sat amongst the irises and
false jasmine sipping black
currant tea . At 3 :00 the sun came
out. You could smell the ocean
in the air. It was very relaxing.
'Bruce Connor put forth the
Ten Year Theory about SF,' he
said. 'And it's true. It seems to
pick up here every 10 years. In
1957 we had the Beat
Generation , in 1967 it was the
Summer of Lov e, in 1977 the
New Wav e Explos ion, and 1987
w ill be the New Time. I want to
return and open a gallery for
performers and artists.'
It may be two years before I
get to see the work of Winston
To ng, but you can bet for sure
I' ll be in SF, 1987, for this
coming of age. See you there! •
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Lin VENUES
AND
HOWTOGET
AROUND

The3rd LondonInternational
Festivalof Theatretakesplaceall overLondonfrom
15July-4August,presentinga morecolourful
andvaried programmethan everbefore.
Firmlyestablishedasa majortheatricaleventinBritain,the LIFTFestivalbringstogether
companiesof international
acclaimto reflectthe best of contemporarytheatrefrom
aroundtheworld.
Overa three weekperiod,LIFTpresentsa programmeofinternationalplays,dance,
opera, outdoorspectacle,music,workshops
, discussions
and cabaretfrom12countries
as culturallyand politicallydiverseas Spain,SouthKorea,China,Yugoslavia
and the
USA.
FromPekingOpera to Polishfarce,fromsolodance to outdoorextravaganzasand
fireworks,the LIFTFestivalpromisesaudiencesa rare opportunity
to enjoya wealthof
theatricalactivity.

Concemou
wherellaledapply to lladents,
Ull40s,EqallymembersandSeniorCitizens.

The socialfocusof the Festivalwillbe De Spiegeltent,a beautifully
renovated1920s
DanceSalonfromHolland,whichwillbe suspendedoverthewaterat CamdenLockA
fineselectionoffoodand refreshmentswillbe available throughoutthe day,together
witha variedprogrammeoflunchtimemusicand late-nightcabaret.
Thisyear a new TICKET
VOUCHER
SCHEME
is in operation.Ifyouintendto make
severalvisits,youcanpurchasea bookofvouchersandsaveyourself£l0.
Bringing
a burstoftheatricalenergyandcolourtoBritishshores,visuallyexcitingandfull
ofnewchallenges,LIFTshowsare guaranteedto invigorate
thespiritofanytheatregoer
in Londonthissummer.
LIFTgratefullyacknowledge
as.sistance
from
Fund
Anglo-AmericanChairman's
TheBritishCouncil
CamdenLock
ChineseMinistryof Culture
TheEuropeanCommunity
GreaterLondonArts
GreaterLondonCouncil
TheGulbenkianFoundat10n

GLC
funded

•
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IBMUnitedKmgdomTrust
ItallanMinistryof Culture
jugotours
TheLondonBoroughof Camden
PAGART-PolishMinistryof Culture
TheQueen'sSilverJubileeTrust
SpanishMinistryof Culture
Corp.Ltd
TheStandardBankInvestment
Time Out
TheVisitingArtsUnitof GreatBntam
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I, 21,47, 53,70, 171,IT/

LIFTDISCUSSIONSLavenderHill, LondonSWI I 5TF

BA'l"l'ERSEll
ARTSCENTRE
, OldTownHall,

BoxOflice: 223-8413
OpenmghoursMon& Tue IOam-2
30pm/
Wed-SunI0am-9.30pm.
Tickets:PEUCAN
PLAYERS
£3.75/ £2.50concessions
TRACIWIWAMS£2.50I £2.00concessions
Membenbip:£L00

Tickets:£200
A seriesof opendiscussions
ledby UKspecialists
and
membersof thepartic1patmg
LIFTcomparues.
Saturday20JulyI 2.30pm
I.CA

BRITAIN
ANDTBEWORLD
OFTHEATRE
:
SPLENDID
ISOLATION
ORCULTURAL

Tahemtion: ClaphamCommon& 45bus
Bri1illlhll: ClaphamJunction
19.37. 39.45. 48. 49,77.TIA,156, 170,249

VACUUM?
Saturday27July/ 2.30pm
ROYAL COURTTHEATRE

BATTEJISEA
PARK
, LondonSW!l 4NJ
BritishRail:Battersea
Park
llues: 19,39. 44.45.49,137(fromSloaneSquareTube~allon),
170

TBEIDENTITY
OFClllNESE
THEATRE
TODAY
in association
with theGreatBritam-Chma
Centre
Sunda
y 28JulyI 2.30pm
RIVERSIDE
S'I'UDIOS

LCA., NashHouse
, CarltonTerrace,TheMall,
LondonSWIY 5AH
BoxOflice:9J0.3647
Openinghours:Tues-Sun
12noon-8
.30pm.
Tickets:£400/£200concessions
(Weds& Sunsonly)
Membenbip:50p

TBEROLEOFTHEATRE
INEASTERN
EUROPEAN
SOCIETY
. POLAND
AND
A CONTRAST
YUGOSLVIA:
Saturday
3 August/ 2.30pm
RIVERSIDE
S'I'UDIOS

Tahemtion:CharmgCross(TrafalgarSquareexil)
Plccadilly
Bri1illlhll: ChanngCross
_,
Allmuleslo TrafalgarSquare

THEATRE
ANDTBESTATE

Lin WORKSHOPS LONDONZOO,Regent'sPark, LondonNWI 4RY
Thefollowmgcomparues
areofferinga seriesof
basedontheir trainmg,skillsandcreative
workshops
methods

TeatrNowy
AlbertoVidal
PelicanPlayers

KoOlmJin
The4thPekingOperaTm,pe
Pleasenotethat theseworkshopsareaunedat those
withsomeexpenencein theperformmgarts.

Forfurtherdetailsandapplicationformspleasewrite
toLU'TWORKSHOPS
, Unit33,44EarlhamStreet,
LondonWC2H9LA.

Tahem tiou: CamdenTown,BakerSlreel
8- :3, 53,74

LYRICTHEATRE,
IIAMMERSMJTB,
KingStreet,
LondonW6OQL
BoxOffice: 741-2311
Operunghours:Mon-SatIOam-8pm.
Tickets: TEATR
NOWY£7.50,
£6.50,£5.50
,
£4.50/£4.00concessions
andLyric Friends.
BAHAMUTS/
THEATRE
COMPANY
. £4.25/ £3.00
concess
ionsandLyricFriends.
Tllbestation:HamrnmersmJth

llues: 9, I I. 27, 33, 72, 73,91.220,260,266,?J;7,290,295

RIVERSIDE
STUDIOS
, Crnp Road,Hammersmi
th,
LondonW69RL

BoxOffice:748-llWCC: 379-6433

BOOKING
INFORMATION
Ticketsforall performances
canbeobtainedfromthe
respectivevenuesandby postfromthecentralLIFT
BoxOffice. In additionticketsare availablefromall
PROWSE
(exceplI.CA ) andon
branchesof KEITH
theKPtelephoneline01-741 9999(creditcards)

LU'TCENTIUlLBOXOmCE: Booking,by post
only,fromMondayJuneID.
Sendin theattachedbookmgformto LIFTBookings
,
Urut33, 44EarlhamStreet,LondonWC2H9LA
Sorry,nopersonalcallers.
LU'TINFORMATION
LINE:Information
onall LIFT
showsandeventsisavailable on01-2409439, !Oamto
6pm AlsoseeTimeOut,CityLirmtsor theLIFT
programme
magazme
(availablefromthevenues)for
detailsnearertheFestival.Therewill be an
mlormation
serviceoperatmgat DeSp1egeltent
duringthe Festival(01-4822323),andreservations
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NEWS
THE
WOOSTER
GROUP
VS.MJ

I

ByCAfflERINE
BUSH

The Wooster Group's L.S.D. (...
Just the High Points . .. ) was / is a
dense, dizzying theatre piece about hallucination, hysteria, authority and the subversion
of it.
Perhaps it was only fitting that the
response it engendered included
some of the same .
In its final form, the four-part
L.S.D. juxtaposed material drawn
from the life and writings
of
Timothy
Leary, guru of the
psychedelic '60s, and his gang , all
tripping woozily toward countercultura I revolution,
and from
Arthur Miller's play The Crucible
about the Salem witch trials but
written in the '50s at the time of the
McCarthy Communist-hunting
hearings - another episode of
hysteria, hallucination and conflict
between individual freedom and
institutional authority. It was with
The Crucible that the Wooster
Group ran into its own conflicts
with authority, namely the author
himself.
Unable to obtain New York City
performing
rights through the
play's
publisher,
Elizabeth
Lecompte, artistic director of the
Group, approached Miller for special permission . What ensued was
a two-year history of refusals,
attempted
negotiations
on the
Group's part, cease and desist
orders (American legalese for 'injunctions') on Miller's, and repeated closings. L.S.D. (in its most
recent incarnation)
closed for
good in January of this year. As far
as Lecompte, the Group and its
lawyer are concerned, however,
the case isn't entirely laid to rest.
They'd still like to resurrect the
piece in some form and so are
keeping their bases covered. After
agreeing to talk with me, Lecompte asked when we met that the
interview be off the books. We
finally decided that Lecompte and
the Group's lawyer would have a
chance to read this piece and clear
all comments she is quoted as
making before they appeared in
print.

CEASE
DES1s·
Strictly speaking , Miller's play is
Miller's property. The issue of
ownership has two faces, though;
there's not only the legal issue of
copyr ight but also questions of
aesthetic rights. At what point
does interpretation become violation? The root of the controversy
between Miller and the Wooster
Group really lies in their antithetical approaches to theatre. A multi disciplinary New York-based col lective, the Group appropr iates all
varieties of text into its productions , fragmenting and redefining
them. Miller, author of such sombre, naturalistic
American '50s
masterpieces as Death of a Salesman, believes the playright to be
the often-abused crux of the art .
Initially, the Group was performing what amounted to a separate
45-minute, fiendishly compressed
version of The Crucible, set interrogation-style
at a long, raised
conference table equipped with
mikes and buzzers , some perfor mers in Puritan , some in contemporary dress. Miller in fact saw this
version in October 1983 before
advising
his agent to refuse
approval. Subsequent letters sent
by Lecompte to Miller , requesting
that he reconsider , emphasizing
her respect for the play , the
seriousness of the Group's theatrical intentions, and charting the
development
of The Crucible
material
within the complete
piece, were met with silence.
'I felt he wanted to ignore the
situation,'
says Lecompte . 'He
didn 't want to come down and say ,
"I don't want you to do this." He
didn't want to give approval because it would set a precedent of
some sort.' Yet she and the Group

hoped that the sheer lack of response or intervention
would
amount
to a form of ' t acit
approval.'
The controversy re-emerged a
year later in the fall of 1984, when
L.S.D. finally opened to the New
York press. The 45-minute version
of The Crucible had now been reduced to a 20-minute segmen t , the
second of four parts, framed by
Leary material. Although L.S.D.
had played to the Boston press in
the spring, it was only after a pan
in The New York Times, descr ibing
The Crucible section as a parody ,
that the Group rece ived , not a
warn ing call but , bang , a cease and
desist order from Miller's lawyers.
They performed through that upcom ing weekend , turning M il ler's
lines into fast-forward 'gibberish ,'
keeping the same tempo , cues and
physica l gestures.
After the closing, Miller , perhaps
gu iltily , called in person to apologize for the way the situ ation had
been handled . W ith his agre ement, Lecompte then sent him a
copy of the portions of his script
that she wanted to use, which now
amounted to no more than two
pages, o r four m inutes , of text .
Once again no response. The Mil 1er passages were primarily
needed not for 'Salem ,' as The
Crucible section had been called,
but for the part which followed ,
'Millbrook ,' a drugged -out party
sequence structurally dependent
on visual allusions to and key lines
from Miller's play. Excising these
was actually far more problematic
than removing Miller from Part 2,
although there Lecompte wanted
her original blocking intact.
For Part 2, Lecompte
had
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Fast-forward gibberish - not yet
good enough for Miller and his
lawyers

-LLER:
JUST
THE
HIGH
POINTS
I
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Group-associate
Michael Kirby
write a parallel
script to the
Group's rendering of the Miller
text, changing all names but fitting
exactly into the metre of the original. 'I wanted words to be heard,'
Lecompte said, 'to overlay the Miller words, to obscure them. I didn't
care what words, or whether there
was any narrative line. In fact, I'd
always imagined, right from the
beginning, that we might end up
with something like this.' A copyright lawyer seemed confident this
current version would pass in
court as fair usage .
When the new and improved
L.S.D. reopened in January 1985, it
was enhanced not only by the Kirby script but by 60 to 70 copies of
The Crucible strategically placed
on the backs of the audiences'
chairs - 'like hymn books' - with
the Group's originally performed
sections marked, although without any instructions to audience
members as to what they should
do with them.
Perhaps ingenuously, Lecompte believed that since the Miller
lines had been phased off stage,
simply having copies of the play in
the room would be legally OK. On
the other hand the visible scripts
had an air of asking for trouble. But
maybe no amount of 'good-books'
behaviour would have stopped
Miller's lawyers, who slapped the
Group with another cease and desist order. In essence, it was blackmail. The group was as good as
told that if it didn't close down the
whole piece it would be sued for
the 45 minutes of The Crucible performed the year before. Miller and
his lawyers seemed ready to go to
any lengths just to shut the group

up altogether. The Group felt that
they did not have the resources to
take the case to court. 'That's not
what I want to spend my life
doing,' adds Lecompte. The show
closed.
Miller's objections seemed to
stem increasingly from what he
described to The Village Voice as
the Group's 'mangling' of his play.
He never saw the completed
L.S.D., however, just gained his
information
from reviews and
secondhand
reports.
And
Lecompte herself attests to the difficulty of describing
what the
Group does on stage without making it sound as though they're
making light of The Crucible.
A solution
which Lecompte
would like to have seen would
have been the inclusion of programme ~otes stating both director's and playwright's positions; a
solution reached in a similar controversy over interpretive rights
that arose about the same time
between experimental
director
Joanne Akalaitis
and Samuel
Beckett's American representatives over a production
of Endgame which Akalaitis set (contrary to Beckett's visually precise
stage directions) in a subway station.
'The playwright
should
be
allowed to say, "This isn't how I
conceived
my play visually",'
Lecompte says. 'I feel strongly
that people should understand
this is an adaptation, in case someone didn't
know the original
wasn't 20 minutes long. We stated
this in our programme. We also
quoted Mr Miller from his essay on
adaptations, where he argues that
an adaptation cannot be used ade-

quately to represent or substitute
for the original.'
Lecompte is quick to acknowledge Miller's legal rights and that
he was within them to stop the
production. Yet who knows how
many productions of The Crucible
are going on at this time which
violate the integrity of Miller's
text? Lecompte and the Group
were (un)lucky enough to be singled out as symbolic targets, used
by Miller and his lawyers to demonstrate exactly what power
was at their disposal. Wham! The
great hand of authority comes
down.
What's ironic, of course, is that
Miller has a history as a liberal and
a radical, of which The Crucible is a
leading statement, and sees himself as the defender of the little
guy, like the beleagured
playwright. Now here's this radical
man, defending not only his freedom but his rights to private property and basically attempting to
suppress a vision that doesn't
accord with his into the bargain.
'The issue here is very simple,' Miller has said. 'I don't want my play
produced except in total agreement with the way I wrote it.'
The playwright's claims to his
property become complicated, in
this case, by The Crucible's status
as a contemporary classic, which
Lecompte would like to claim that
it is. The play's entry into public
consciousness, the almost mythic
status it gains from the wealth of
association most Americans bring
to it, accounts in part for LeCompte's interest in the text. In addition,
The Crucible is based on actual
transcripts
of historical events
which could be deemed public
property . The ironies mount:
Lecompte
believes
Miller's
lawyers may have mistaken passages she pulled from the original
transcripts for the Miller lines they
were intended to replace. And the
names which the Kirby rewrite
changed weren't Miller's names
~
but actual historical ones.
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The authoritarianism and paranoia which this kind of turf protection reveals depress rather than
frighten Lecompte. 'It's not a healthy attitude for the theatre. Really
new interpretations of plays by living playwrights are just not going
to be done.'
'I just wish this kind of thing weren't so threatening. I'm not trying
to convince [Miller) that my way of
doing his play is the correct way. I
would love to have entered a dialogue with him, even to have lost,
but at least had a chance to show
the piece, to talk in a more open
forum.'
On the other hand, the Miller
controversy is just one more episode in the Wooster
Group's
ongoing history of confrontation
with cultural icons and authorities.
That handy guru Timothy Leary
neatly sums up their position in
their L.S.D. (Manifesto 2), which
they papered all over downtown
streets: 'The more government
Establishment 1,
and professional
establishment
Wooster Group O ...
for now dynamism that is set off against
what we're doing is just a sign to
us that we're doing fine.' •
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Alistair Maclennan 'great and frightening
and poetic'

Photo: Mike Tooby

The British Art Show , w hich is st ill
touring the country, is o n the one
hand 'an introduction to some of t he
most interesting'* art produced in
Britain over the last five years, and
on the other a celebration of it.
Performance (like video and film) is,
the Arts Council organisers claim, 'an
integral part' of this Best-of-British
survey, but its actual representation
is tiny. In a catalogue that lists eighty
one paintings and forty eight
sculptures, there are only six
performances.
If you'd been one of those
members of the Birmingham,
Edinburgh, Sheffield, or
Southampton public hoping to find
in The British Art Show that
'introduction' to what's going on in
contemporary British art making,
then , unless you 'd been very lucky ,
you wouldn 't get any sense of what
performance has got to do with it.
What you'd very probably find,
among all the pictures and objects ,
would be odd little plinths ,
surrogates for the real performances,
and bearing photographs and brief
descriptions and the t ime and place
where you might find the actual
thing .
'As they are not static works we
a re showing them separately from
the other works in the exhibition'
was the rationalisation put forward ,
but, whatever the reasons , The
British Art Show pushed
performance out even further into
the cold than those catalogue figures
suggest: whereas (in Sheffield) you
could enjoy sculptures by Tony Caro
or Anish Kapoor, or paintings by
Howard Hodgkin or Steven Campbell
any t ime you happened into the
Mappin Gallery between mid March
and early May, to see Station House
Opera , for example, you had to get
yourself along to the Leadmill (and
pay a £1 admission charge) during
the right forty five minutes on the
right Sunday evening.
Hardly surprisingly, few of the
Sheffield public thought it worth the
effort : whereas in the first six weeks
of its run at the Mappin, the
exhibition proper - it seems fair
enough to call it that - had 22,775
visitors (a daily average of more than
500, and a 20 per cent increase on its
usual attendance figures) only fifty
people turned up for Station House
Opera, and only forty five for
Anthony Howell.
Even those who were there found
the Leadmill in a very restrained
mood : none of the live music that's
part of the Leadmill's regular fare,
and instead what might have been
intended as a suitably reverential
atmosphere for looking at art, but
what for me was almost like being
there when the place was closed.
Perhaps this contributed to the rather
gloomy sense that I had on both of
those nights at the Lead mill that the ..,........,
__

.......,._'"""'"
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artists involved shared some
unspoken agreement with the British
Art Show's organisers that
performance might withdraw itself
from the rest of the show, and
certainly from its introductory
function.
It's got little to do with the live
work being any more difficult than
the stuff on the walls and floor of the
Mappin, or any further from what the
British public expects or wants art to
consist of. (Though one disgruntled
gent assured me that Anthony
Howell 'would be locked up under
any other circumstances', this was
matched by comments that I
overheard in front of Tim Head's
State of the Art or even - still Richard Long's Winter Circle). What
did seem to be the case though was
that, while the exhibition looked
bright and lively and entertaining at
the Mappin, with friendly, helpful
young people actually employed as
'lecturer-guides' just to talk to you
about the pieces , and to maybe say a
few useful things about them, the
work at the Leadmill - and it's not
the easiest place to find, nor when
you've found it, the most inviting
place to enter - the work at the
Leadmill seemed to know very much
who its audience was, and what their
expectations were, and, with this
understanding assumed, it went
rather creakily through the motions.
This seemed particularly true of
Station House Opera . Their Sex &
Death is, like some of their other
recent work, about lack of
connections, particularly the
connections that one might expect to
find between language and action (in
life, and in performance as well) . But,
on the evening that I saw it , this was
rather clouded by a sense that other
connections that weren't being made
were those between the appearances
of the work and what they were
intended to mean (as though the
performers had forgotten them) and
between the piece as it had been
conce ived, written and rehearsed ,
and what was actually being
performed. In other words, I had the
impression of a company on a bad
night, of a performance not coming
off . Little tricks that ought to have
worked slickly and amus ingly - at
one point the head and shoulders of
one performer stick out of one end of
a long carpet , th e legs and feet of
another out of the other , and we're
encouraged to believe they ' re parts
of same, absurdly stretched body these were fluffed; and though Sex
& Death had a couple of strong
images, like the moment when three
performers, squirted water from their
mouths like some living baroque
garden fountain, I found it tedious
that night in Sheffield, overlong by
about two thirds its length.
Anthony Howell also made that
worst performer's mistake ,

overstretching his audience's
patience - he may have started the
evening with forty five watching him,
but he finished up with only twenty
six - though in fairness I should say
that I enjoyed the second half of his
programme rather more than the
first . His Table Move I and Table
Move II are in fact technically very
similar pieces, choreographies for
Anthony Howell and a small number
of objects and items of furniture. The
moods of the two works are oddly
dissimilar, however . In Table Move I
the repeated changing of a blue
jacket for a beige one, and the
repeated changing of white pumps
for polished black dress-shoes by the
bow-tied Anthony Howell, the two
large de-mob suitcases and flimsy
guest house wardrobe, and the fact
that Anthony Howell eventually hides
in or behind these things, gives the
piece a rather limp comic, vaudeville
air , suggesting a small time
comedian or escape artist and his
dreary night-after-night spent in digs.
Table Move II, on the other hand, has
an elegance and romance that I feel
make it a much more successful
piece , better able to suggest how the
objects that it's composed around another wardrobe, a couple of old
leather -bound books, two galvanized
buckets and the water that's poured
between them, and, most striking of
all, a pair of portable gas lamps
providing the piece's only
illumination - how these things can
be transformed into something more
than just props.
If Anthony Howell and Station
House Opera 's performances - and
their presentation - were less than
successful , and if this was due in
some measure to their pieces'
excessive length and insufficient
incident , then Alastair Maclennan 's
Body Break (the third of what the
British Art Show catalogue calls Four
Related Performance Installations
1984-85) came as a poignant
reminder not only that there is a
strength to be found in enormous
length (Body Break was 72 hours
long) but also that it's a strength that
can help make performance
combat ive and arresting : far from
being complacent about its audience ,
Body Break (which was performed in
a small upstairs room in the Mapp in)
lured people up from th e galleries
with its hypnotic tape-loop
soundtrack of helicopters and wailing
bagpipes, and once it had them up
there, it either disgusted them - in
some cases quite literally, the stink
of rotting fish got so bad - or, at
least as often it intrigued them with
its at first apparently peculiar
assortment of objects - a basket of
earth with Alastair Maclennan's lifemask lying on it, a pig 's head split in
half, an old washing mangle with a
crumpled newspaper and crushed
fish caught between its rollers, the
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square of creamy-white flour that
they were all set out upon - then it
drew them in as the resonances of
more and more of the objects
seemed to relate to the fact that
these were Irish newspapers, and
finally it mesmerised them with
Alastair Maclennan's painfully slow,
repeated, apparently ritualistic
actions. Again and again he brushed
around the square of flour, tidying
up its edges; or slowly, as though
measuring , he'd run his finger in
from the edge of the flour,
continuing the squaring of the cork
floor tiles into his own larger, more
important square . And even if they
left after a few minutes - and I have
to admit , with some regret, that I
was only able to watch for a couple
of hours - Baby Break continued to
work in the minds of its spectators .
What happened at night? Did he just
continue? Did he sleep? I found it a
great and frightening and poetic
lament of a performance .
So what's the d ifference? Why did
Alastair Maclennan succeed where
Station House Opera failed? It
obviously isn't the case that Alastair
Maclennan is more , populist.
(Among the British Art Shaw's
performance I think that word only
fits Stephen Taylor Woodrow's
Triptych Ballet, though I don't
suppose any of us would want an
introduction to performance to
depend on that work.) What I think it
does have something to do with is
that, whereas Station House Opera
and Anthony Howell's contributions
to the British Art Show were done
virtually as one night stands, Alastair
Maclennan made his piece
specifically for the place and the
occasion, spending a week in the
gallery before the actual
performance. (Rose Finn-Kelcey had
planned to do this as well ;
unfortunately she was prevented by
illness from performing.) I think it
also mattered that Alastair
Maclennan's performance took place
in the gallery, breathing the same air,
as it were, as the paintings and
sculptures, fighting for the same
attention. The fact that performances
are not 'static works' isn 't a sufficient
reason to drag them off across town
and put them into what is effectively
a small theatre space. Neither Sex &
Death nor Table Move I and II made
technical requirements that could not
have been met with a little effort in a
gallery-type space . There was
certainly nothing un-gallery about
them .
Putting performance into
exhibitions that are really geared to
the showing of painting and
sculpture has never been easy. Now
that performance is much less
fashionable than it once was, many
people have stopped trying to do it .
It's become easier to say that
performance doesn't have enough in

a

common with painting or sculpture
to try to show them side by side, or
that art galleries are somehow
improper places to make
performances. The British Art Show
took on an almost nostalgic air by
even attempting it. But I think that,
having taken the task on, the
organisers ought to have thought
longer and harder, and with more
sympathy, about the requirements of
performance and about the problems
that its presentation can pose. The
reason why many of us make
performances in the first place is
because it can encompass more than
things that hang on the wall or stand
on the floor. It can do more things at
the same time , it can drag in all of a
spectator 's senses and their
emotions along with them , and it can
claim the time and place as well. But
what this means is that far more of
what surrounds the performance is
rendered active . There 's far more to
go wrong around performance's
vulnerable edges.
The British Art Shaw 's selectors
evidently took performance seriously.
They saw a lot of work, and they
looked at some of it very hard .
Where things went wrong , I think,
was when, having decided to include
it but having realized that its needs
were different to most of the stuff in
the show, they made it less
important . To show Station House
Opera in the Mappin Gallery (and
more than once, surely) would have
made great demands on the rest of
the show , and on a lot of the work
that it included. But in any mixed
show things encroach upon one
another, and if you accept, as the
British Art Shaw's organisers seem
to have done - that performance
often shares many of the
assumptions of painting and
sculpture and in fact overlaps those
activities at their limits and that it
can carry similar meanings in the
same sort of languages, then you
have to treat it better than they did at
Sheffield.
For Southampton , the strategy has
been changed and the Arts Council
are advertising a 'Performance
Festival ... The Show within a Show '
consisting of the same performers as
appeared in Sheffield and staged at
Southampton Art Gallery. As I write
this, it's yet to happen. I hope it
works.•
*This and the other quotations are taken
from The BP Guide to the British Art
Show , ten pence from the Mappin Gallery.

Steven Taylor Woodrow's Triptyoh Ballet

Photo: Sheffield Mo rning Telegraph
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THESEVERN
BRIDGE
ANDBEYOND:
More Notesfrom Canliffby DAVIDBWERS
FEBRUARY:I had not seen lvor
Cutler perform for more years than I
care to remember . But I had heard
him on the radio, of course, as
presumably had most of the large
and very young audience who came
to see him at Chapter (or has he
become an O Level set book?) He
was the star billing in an evening of
performance and poetry called Tall
Tales. I hate poetry readings, and
shun them like the plague . It only
dawned on me later that lvor Cutler
had been doing nothing but read
(and sing) his published poems. How
good they were, and how they
affected me. Accept no subst itute for
the live lvor Cutler. He is as
avuncular and as eccentric as ever ,
and better than ever he was , I' m sure
of it .
Pip Simmons has a loyal and
sizeable following at Chapter ,
including not a few people who
support no other form of 'al ternative
theatre '. In the Penal Colony began
like a gallery private view - you
were handed a glass of wine and
inv ited to inspect Alex Mavro 's
dangerous Ballista sculpture . A
member of the cast pretending to be
a TV commentator with a
microphone, followed by a video
cameraman, came round asking us
what we thought of the sculpture,
and made us feel silly, because we
were not pretending to be anyone
other than ourselves . A bit later
another member of the cast, playing
'woman in the audience' , started
berating the sculpture and its maker,
and pretended to perform an agitprop action involving a doll and lots
of ' blood '. Then we were allowed to
sit in our seats and be the aud ience .
The problem with such old
fashioned 'audience participation' is
that it offers an open invitation for
critical disruption which is never
taken up because we 're British (even
in Wales). Supposing when the 'TV
commentator' asked me what I
thought of the sculpture, I had said ,
'It's OK. How do you feel about
pretending to be someone you ' re not
and asking me damn fool questions?
Would you rather be working for
Lumiere & Son?' Suppose someone
else had felt so sympathetic to the
acted anger of the 'woman in
audience' as to jo in her and smash
the sculpture? In the Penal Colony
seemed too tightly scripted to
encompass such eventualities , but
they were unlikely to happen
anyway , because the main body of
the piece was completely flat , banal
and ineffectual, despite torture, rude
words , video & songs. Trevor Stuart
deserved better. I don 't know if Pip
Simmons has been going for as long
as Status Ouo, but it certainly felt like
it. Thank goodness lvor Cutler had
been around to prove that getting
older has nothing to do with it.
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MARCH: Within a week at Chapter in
March you could see a pleasantly
instructive recital of Bharata Natyam
Indian classical dance by Kiran Ratna
(who just happens to be an electrical
engineer in Cardiff docks), followed
the next night, to a completely
different audience, by the Samul Nori
Korean drum ensemble, whose
particular brand of 'farmers band
music' is little known in this country.
The meshing of drum and gong
sounds reached such heights of
frenetic virtuosity in the first half that
the brain occasionally gave up and
registered only a blur between Steve
Reich's Drumming and Sandy
Nelson's Teenbeat. In the second half
the four performers treated us to a
village entertainment, with dance as
well as drumming, wearing hats with
long streamer attachments, prancing
and whirling like Laputian Morris
dancers . A good reminder that lowtech musicmaking can still quicken
the adrenalin and provide positive
enjoyment.
And then there was buto, because
this was Japan Week in Wales, and it
was cockles and sake all round. I do
not know what buto is, though I am
fascinated by the concept of modem
Japanese art forms which are not
traditional but which proceed quite
separately from Western models . I
did not attend Ko Murobishi's
workshops at Chapter, so all I had to
go on was the suitably inscrutable
text he produced to accompany his
solo buto performance, plus a short
rider statement that 'Murobishi
wants to deconstruct Buto to make
something more simple and direct .'
The American Henry Flynt invented
the word brend to signify the purely
subjective experiences that each
individual already has 'prior to art' like shifting the weight from one foot
to another for no particular reason . It
seems to me that there is a lot of
brend in buto. Murobishi's
performance began with his
'mummy' (his body partially encased
in decomposing plaster and
bandages) sitting, wearing a dress
and hat, and moving very slowly.
Those few Japanese performances
I have seen have proceeded, like ice
dancing, to tapes of commercially
available recorded music, rather than
specially synthesized scores, as is the
trend here. The beg inning of
Murobishi's performance was
accompanied by the repeated
introductory passage of a piece of
piano music of such disarming
simplicity and charm that it has been
on my brain for days (it could be
anything from Keith Tippett to A
Walk in the Black Forest). To less
compelling electronic music,
Murobishi's 'mummy ' 'travelled on
the borderline of a figure 8' to
transform, with the help of good
lighting, into an old man, a beast, a

do new performers

stone (?), an animal, and finally into
a leaping spirit, to the return of that
piano music - I'm still trying to find
out what it was.
I looked forward to Murobishi's
performance, and I look back on it
with fascinated memories, but at the
time I felt I had seen this sort of
thing before, and it wasn't called
buto . I didn't know what it was trying
not to be, so perhaps now is the time
for an extended festival of Japanese
performance in this country, rather
than occasional tantalis ing one-offs.

APRIL: Where do new performers
come from, daddy? Well, in most
parts of the country these days you
might as well look under a
gooseberry bush if you want to find
a new generation of performers. As
the arts centres implode , their
theatres stick to the fairly wellestablished performance groups,
while the strangulated budgets of the
galleries make such relatively
expensive luxuries as performance
art weekends unaffordable. So it
came as a bit of a surprise to
encounter a flurry of act ivity at
Chapter last month devoted to new
or hardly-used performers.
One of the reasons for this activity
will already be known to
Performance readers, for Chapter
was one of the regional audition
venues for this year's Eight Days
Review of Live Art, spl it between the
Midland Group and Zap Club. It's the
first time the Midland Group have
selected performers for their annual
Performance Platform by audition,
rather than by postal application , so
it will be interesting to see what
transpires.
As far as the Cardiff auditions were
concerned, performers did not
(despite what you may hear) come
from far and wide. In fact, they were
all Cardiff College of Art students ,
and their presen ce - or so I am
given to understand - was largely
due to the efforts of Rose English,
teaching in the college at the
moment. The art colleges are, after
all, the only seedbeds of
performance art around here - but
why was nobody there from nearby
Newport College of Art, why were
there no spin-offs from Cardiff's
fertile theatre -based activities, and
why was nobody tempted from the
South West over the border to
Cardiff? (To get anybody from Bristol
to come the few miles over the
Severn Bridge into Wales is like
getting a white taxi driver to go into
Harlem). Next year , ignore this
opportunity at your per il.
That being said, what the
auditioners saw in Cardiff was quite
enough to be getting on with - a
videotape, some very physical

come from, daddy?'

audience manipulation, a sound
piece based on Russolo, a funky
performance duo, a dialogue about
art which eventually criticised itself
out of existence, a pleasingly brief
and economical performance
involving the revealing and
discarding of several masks by the
light of a hand-held torch, and an
hour-long slide installation which
had been showing for a week in one
of Chapter's gallery spaces. And
Chapter's gallery organised, quite
separately, Compilation, a public day
of 'mixed media events' a few days
later, running almost continuously
from 11am to 1Opm, with
performances, video and film by 22
Cardiff students, who won't be
students for much longer, and then
what?
Back on the theatre side of things,
we had a chance recently to see the
third production of Appeal Products,
a fledgling small-scale company from
Leeds, being a young and entirely
new endeavour, not even a spin-off
from Leeds' Impact Theatre. Lack of
time and space forbids (or excuses)
me from properly reviewing Palazzo
Mendaccio, so I will only damn it
with the very faint praise of saying
that the company 's advance publicity
sounded so tempting, the technical
side of the production (and
particularly the set) was so
impressive, and the performance was
so competent, that it was
disappointing not to be able to locate
very much at the centre of it all, or to
use Gertrude Stein's useful phrase when you got there , there was no
there there, and though it all went at
a cracking pace, it also seemed
remarkably flat. This may have had
to do with the difficulty of
performing before a miniscule
audience (how to resolve the difficult
balance between everybody's
reluctance to pay full ticket price for
a complete unknown , and the
exploitation of 'vanity performing'?)
It may also have had to do with
making inevitable comparisons with
Waste of Time's The Family Pescue,
seen at Chapter recently , on an
almost identical theme (both related
to Chapter's ongoing Family Project).
But I suspect that it had most to do
with the continuing problem of
cooperative productions where
everybody has their litt le spot to
show off, and overall identity suffers.
The last thing I would want to do
is put you off going to see Appeal
Products' next production , but if I say
that they are 'promis ing' , am I really
just avoiding saying that Palazzo
Mendaccio came across like a
compendium in qui ck succession of
as many ideas as you could think of
Ko Murobishi
from th e work of mor e established
companies, and is this as inevitable
in a young theatre company as it is
Photo : Anne Nordmann
in a young painter or sculptor? •
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CATHY
COURTNEY
notes the stinings of contemporaryart in Egypt,includinginstallation
work, book art:,and performance,and follows a trail that leads her via NewYorkto a 'book
performance'in the shadowof SouthwarkCathedral:

March 6-10, Cairo & Fayoum
Part of each day is spent trying to
get the 'phones to work to contact
various actors . I have been told
about them, including Jenny Leimert
who will be showing at Book Works
in May . Leave numerous messages ,
not much progress . We visit the City
of the Dead, a vast area of tombs
above which, because the city is so
overcrowded, hundreds of people are
now living.
Getting up early we go the
Pyramids before anyone else has got
there. We drive through the desert
for two hours until an irrigated area
appears like a mirage. This is
Fayoum where we have friends and
we spend hours sitting under palm
trees, surrounded by donkeys and
children talking with the farmer
about their working methods. We
witness a field being watered, the
process works beautifully, all crafted
without machinery and using a
plough share dragged by water
buffalo. We return to the Pyramids at
dusk.
We visit the main museum to see
the ancient art before resuming our
Mohammed Allan search for living artists. In the rooms
relating to Akhenaton's reign when
there were great changes in the
Photo : Cathy Courtney
method of representing figure and

when domestic details began to be
included, we see the Amarna letters
- compact stone tablets on wh ich
the cuneiform script is perfectly
formed . In another room are portraits
which have survived hundreds of
years, painted on mummies . There
are several of young men from
Fayoum, looking exactly as the men
we saw yesterday .
We discover the Museum of
Modern Art which many people
interested in painting and living in
Cairo are unaware exists. Our arrival
creates a stir and we are invited to
drink tea with the management .
According to the catalogue great
things are expected, 'We have great
hopes that we may pass through a
period of flourishing for our modern
arts .. .' The painting are badly hung
but there are some interesting finds .
We are allowed to photograph only
one painting. Work from the first two
decades of this century shows a
strong French influence, many of the
titles are in French, mostly they are
portraits . One is 'La Bourse a Paris',
1949, a satire showing weasel-like
stockbrokers in their money-grabbing
frenzy, inviting comparison with the
gentler chaos of the Cairo streets.
Many of the painters have political
aspirations, Mahmond Saied

believed he was a prophet by the
end of his life. Hossain Bekar is the
head of Baha'i , the movement whi ch
believes in the unity of world
religions and has been heavily
persecuted .
Most of the work is traditional, but
there are a few surprises - a cube
sculpture using mirrors and electric
light, (Mazzgy 1984); one painting of
a madonna has its glass intentionally
smashed.
We visit the Akhnaton Gallery
which exists entirely out of context ;
the kind of space you would find in
Soho amid the crowded, dusty,
undeveloped Cairo streets. The artist
is Ramzi Mostafa who has lived
abroad, including spending time in
London at the Royal College in 1956.
It is curious to find his installation ,
sculptures and paintings in Cairo .
The exhibition opened with Mastaf's
'Performance' involving music and
readings. The installation is of seven
huge discs before each of which is
an empty black shoe . In front of all
these is a platform leading to a fulllength mirror. Before confronting his
image the veiwer's way is barred by
a large axe. Mostafa explains the
piece as a metaphor for mankind's
self-destructive vanity. His sculptures
are intriguing; they seem modern,
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but are firmly based on ancient
Egyptian forms . One is a white metal
chair upon which pose a pair of legs
and at the top of which a hand is
poised, apparently holding a
cigarette. It looks a bit like an Allen
Jones, but the chair and the
fragments of the body are all 'lifted '
from anci ent paintings in the
Museum .
March 11, Cairo
We attend the opening of
Mohammed Allam's exhibition at the
Goethe-Institute. It is in 'uptown'
Cairo. We arrive on time, but rather
battered, to find the smartly dressed
ensemble syphoned into th e
courtyard at th e back of the building.
Egyptian couture and jewellery in
sharp contrast to the clothing of the
overcrowded streets in the other
parts of the city . The population of
Cairo rises by 1,000 a day.
Apparently we are wa iting for the
State Minist er of Culture to
'inaugurate ' the exhibition .
Eventually he arriv es and, without
undue ceremony, cuts the ribbon
which has barred the entrance way
until now. We are now allowed in to
see Allam's abstract paintings on
silk. On a table by the door are
copie s of his two books. Small men
scurry round with trays bearing
cakes and a choi ce of coke or
lemon ade. Th ere are about o ne
hundred people present; some red
stickers go up . I notice it is like a
private view in London, everyone is
t alking with their backs to the work
and no-one is looking at the
paintings.
March 12, Cairo
U nlike any ot her country I have bee n
to, art ists here do not necessa rily
know of one anoth er ; One artist does
not always lead to many others.
All em grew up in lsm alia on the Suez
Canal and left wh en Israe l occupied
t he Gaza Strip and Sina i up to th e
Su ez Canal. Som e of his work has
been do ne in respo nse t o t he sho ck
of Israe l' s att ack o n Lebano n, and
like ev ery Egy ptian art ist I met he
sp oke of w anting his work to be 'for
Egyp t' . Most ly th is was voi ced as a
peacefu l nat io nalism, aw are of the
socia l and eco nomi c needs of th e
country. Allem exp lores the fo rm of
his language in t he boo ks. Lett ers are
elongated, bloa ted, repeated, shrun k.
As language has long been present
in Egyptian paintings, particu larly t he
word for God, t his is a shocking
thing for many Egyptians. By al lusion
he has been able to indict Sadat;
everybody kno w s w ho is accussed,
but since Sadat is unnamed Al lem
has escaped persecution . The second
book is the story of a pebble w hich
has lain 7,000 years in the Sahara
befor e a boy picks it up and it is
kicked and passed on fr om o ne
person to ano t her . He is pla nn ing a
performance based on t hi s.
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March 13, Cairo
Mostafa Ebid's doorbell rings with
the sound of birdsong. We are
ushered into his front room via a
display of his wife's weaving, his
wife does not appear . Mostafa has
prepared all his press cuttings for us.
His work has been purchased by The
Min istry of High Education and Th e
Min istry of Culture and Information
amongst others and he is a lecturer
in painting at Helwan University. He
is bursting to talk about his work . We
become aware that his wife and
young daughter are j ust outside the
door trying to attra ct his attention.
They have prepared a trolley w ith tea
and cake and are edging it through
the door and retreating again when
he does not notice . Eventually one of
them goes outside and rings the
doorbell to interrupt his flow and he
pulls the trolley in . He gives us our
tea and resumes his ta lk, forgetting
the cake . Every now and then his
wife peeks in , worried that we have
not been offer ed anything to eat, bu t
he is too carried away to notice. It is
too formal a gathering for us to help
ourselves and ease his w ife's
anxiety . When we have commented
on each press cutting he brings out
photographs of his work. It is in a
var iety of styles . Som e photographs
are of a large mural he has don e
stretching acro ss severa l building s.
Some parts representational , others
not . At each abstract , co lourful
section he leans close to me and
says, 'This is modern art ', anxious
that we might not recognise it.
Jenny Leimert
W e m ake our w ay to Jenny Leim ert 's
room . Describin g herself as from t he
only Demo crat fa mily in t he wh ole of
Republican Lake Forest , Illinois , she
has been working in Egypt as an
archeological draughtsman . In New
York Richard Minsky taught her the
bas ics of m aking books and she had
found the form pra ct ical whil st she
travel s. She has bee n studyin g the
Egypti an palatt e fo r tw o yea rs and
one of th e boo ks is a colour chart
based on nine tombs. Egyptian blues
and greens are differ ent because
they are made from ox id e ores fou nd
in t he des ert whi ch have alre ady
go ne throu gh al l po ssi bl e chem ica l
chang es and hav e become
imp erv io us to sunl igh t and so will
last foreve r. Leimert says th at the
subt elty of t he tomb s is incidenta l
and the resul t of lack of resources; if
neon had been invented she's sure
the ancie nts w ould have fill ed th e
tombs with it . She sho w s us a
proposal fo r 'Tomb Mocket te' w hich
she hopes to make in the centre of
Cairo. A prefabricated portab le mud
plaster tomb that ties together with
rope, using the same mate rials as
the ancie nts but refl ect ing t he
present. It wi ll be ma de by loca l
c raft sm en as an insta ll ation piece for

people to walk through , measuring 7'
x 9' x 4' . The hieroglyphics will be
in the form of a com ic st ri p frieze,
telling of American economic
interests in Egypt and commenting
on Arab unity. The tomb w ill then be
transported to America and installed
there . Later the frescoes w ill be
chipped away and sold in the same
way as Egyptian tombs have been
rifled and sold to museums.
Leimert was recently arrested at a
road block the police set up for her,
and driven back to Luxor at the
centre of a motorcade. She 'd been
learn ing the art of the forgers, who
produce work good enough to fool
th e mus eums . All he r high -pow ered
Egyptian friends who could have
rescued her from the grasp of the
police were on a pilgr image to
Mecca. The police were pol ite. Three
men unpacked all her luggage and
three more packed it aga in. She had
no t hing with her that is illegal. After
seven hour s th ey let her go .
March 15
Jenny Leimert takes us to see
Hassan Fathy who lives in Old Cairo
with a roof view of the Citadel. Now
eighty-seven he is frai l but still
working. The author of 'A rchitecture
for the Poor ', he is m ore revered
abroad than in Egypt . The
gov ernm ent is still opposed to hi s
dr ive to build houses for the
thousands of homeless poo r from
lo cal materials, predominantly mud ,
and by traditional means. These
ma ke econom ic sen se and comply
with hi s commitm ent tha t t he scale
of the buildin gs mu st be hum an . W e
g limp sed his bea uti f ul vi llage at
Qurn a wh en w e w ent to Lux or .
Inst ead th e government con tinues to
slow ly construc t badly -mad e high
rise housing out of m ate rials that
need to be imported , that do not last .
Fathy spe aks of his buildin g at
Ou rna, acknowle dg in g t hat t here
w ere pro blems; he ta lks ab out t he
house he buil t at Santa Fe, and th en
m oves on to discuss the priso ner of
w ar cam ps and t he new s of the
Lebanon .
Phill ip J ohnso n is an old fr iend of
hi s. W he n I ask him w hat he t hinks
of Jo hnso n' s glass house he pau ses
for a w hile and then says simp ly ,
' It is not possib le.'
As we sit others jo in us, coming to
listen to Fathy. He is handing on his
methods to several architectura l
studen t s.
Ma rch 22, New York
I go to Richard Minsky 's show, 'The
Book as Architecture ' at the
Metropolitan Museum. At the centre
of the show is M insky 's model of
Buckminster Fuller's Tetrascro/1,
folding out into still green triangles
to form joined pyramids. Each page

(continued page 46)
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INVISIBLE WORK
Whenartistsworkingwith experimental
forms start looking
at traditionalartformsfor development
of their work it is
oftena sign that they haverun out of steam. At first
hearing, the ideaof a performance
artist takingthe music
hall 'double-act
' soundslike a returnto populism, andthe
latestventureby StationHouseOpera
' s GaryStevens,with
JulianMaynard-Smith,
set all the alarmbells sounding. But
as with manypredetermined
expectations
they werenot
fulfilled.
InvisibleWorkis 'difficult' but stimulating.We arethrown
into a room, intimatelyalonewith two menwho, while
acutelysensitiveto eachother'smovements
, are playing
what wouldhavebeencalledin the sixties, 'mind games' on
one another. Eachis giventhe miraculouspowerof creating
imagesin the other's mind. ThusMaynard-Smith
can
create,and exploitin Steven
' s consciousness
a deepfear of
the clink of teacupand saucer.Whenthis is performed,
Stevensrushesin fear to grasptightly a vasefor comfort
(alsoa notionsuggestedby Maynard-Smith)
. As in all
doubleacts, thereis a Tom andJerry scenarioof attackand
reprisal,andStevensviciouslycuts off Maynard-Smith's
hands,whilecreatingfor him a brilliantformer careeras a
concertpianist.
Takingthe thesisfurther, a largesofa is introduced
,
behindwhicha rabbitresides, whichgrowslargeror
smaller, dependingon how closeit is beingregarded.
Introducingthemesof perceptionhere,Stevensextendshis
powersby describingthe sensationof beingableto
penetratethe wallsof his house, layerby layer,finally
enableto swankaroundin front of his neighbours,invisible.
Thereis an over-ridingironyto this double-act. As a
memberof Maynard-Smith's
gravity-defying
StationHouse
Opera,GaryStevenshas beenput in someextremely
physicallyuncomfortable
positions- fifty feet up in the air.
puts MaynardNow, by wayof return, his performance
Smith in whatare in a senseevenmore risky and exposed
psychological
positions.Whilenot actuallyplayingfor
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laughs, it is extremelyand nervouslyfunny, andthe
spectatorsare heldin rigid, quiveringfascination.A
ROB LA FRENA/5

TO:DO
AlexX Fraser'sTheatreof DidacticObservance
(TO:DO)
performedTheNine O'clockMuseon the 9th of Marchat
9pm on a Saturdaynight on SwindonBandstand.Opento
the elements(as well as risk) the bandstandis situated
oppositethe SwindonArts Theatreon a wide pedes
trian
precinct.Theeventwas organisedby the enterprising
Alistair Snow, late of Brackne
ll Performance
Festiva
l, who
performedearlierthat evening in the TownHall. Morris
Minamoto
, that afternoon, completedthis dayof
performance
.
A sizeableaudiencefor sucha cold night heardthe
recordedchimesof Big Benat 9 o'clock as Frase
r appeared
'dressedto the nines'. Our MCwelcomedus ninetimes in
Englishand then in nineotherlanguages.Therewerenine
sections to the NineO'clockMuse,utilisingslides, shadowplay, live actionand recordedsound, as well as live
percussionthroughoutfrom the aptly namedFrankieBell.
During the performance
we wereinformedof the nine
Greekmusesas well as the nineplanets.Cuefor Plutofrom
the planetsuite, a soundcollagecomposedby Fraser.
(Plutowas discoveredafter Holstcomposedhis opus).At
one point, behindthe screen, Fraserenacteda stripteasein
silhouette,affordedby the light from an overheadprojector.
'A stitch in time', 'withouta stitch', and '9 orifices' readthe
accompanying
slides,as Fraserdivestedhimself of nine
garmentsand hungthem on butchershooks. Sucharethe
'happyaccidents
' of performingin publicareasthat a
policemenand policewomanhappenedby as Fraserwas
dressingagain.
The NineO'clockMusewas Fraser
's most ambitiouswork
to date.A memberof the audiencecommented'I didn't
knowtherewas so muchaboutthe numbernine!' . But the
performance
was not so muchaboutnumerology
: more
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aboutthe pegon whichto hanga numberof observations
aboutlanguage,spaceandtime, and change. A
constellationof elementswhich Fraserconstantlylinks,
cross-references
and re-duplicatesin all his performances
.
Nearerhome, Fraserwas alsoto be seenin Covent
GardenPiazzaduringthe 'Performersfor Peace'Easter
weekend.Hecontriveda low-keypiecewhich he repeatedat
intervalsdaily. Bravelystakingout a small spaceto perform
in, Fraserbecamea quietmeditativepoint amidstthe busy
entertainment-orientated
streetscene.
Whiledonkeyridespassedby, andtablesof an outdoor
cafewereset up behindhim, Fraserwentthrougha slow
13-partritual. Carmirrorswith wordswrittenon them (eg
order, sense,change),wereplacedaroundhim, and quietly
he swepthis chosensquareyard. Thenhe lit candles,while
offeringsof red, yellowand blue sugarlumpsin likecolouredbowlswereplacedin front of squaremirrors. On
one was written 'If repeatingthe nameof Godcan bring
salvation,then repeatingthe word sugarmust bring
sweetnessto the mouth'.
A final remark;wherewerethe other 'performersfor
peace'amongstother 'fine art' performance
artists, who
could havesupplied,like Fraser,a counterpointto the usual
touristyambianceof CoventGarden?.A
DAVID DYE
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BLOOD GROUP

BloodGroup'snew piece, Clamis an excitingevent:a
genuinefusion of words, movementandvisualimagesto
expressseriousideasand arousechallengingemotions
. Not
somethingthat happensvery oftenin the theatrethesedays.
That it veeredtowardsindulgentobscurityI blamenot so
muchon BloodGroupitself, but on the lackof a wider
audiencefor visualtheatre. Moreseriousattentionwould,
I'm sure,force its writersand performersinto usingtheir
immensetalentsto reachout morecoherently,andto
considerwhetherthe demandsthey makeon their audience
are madein the bestpossibleway.
A 'feminist peaceplay', Clamtakesplacein Englandand
Russia,wheresimilarcouplesare undergoingsimilar
problems.In Englandthe woman'sdemandsare scornedby
her husbandas irrationalto the point of mentalillnessand
she is despatchedinto the careof a brutallyunsympathetic
maledoctor, who sticksa needlein her foreheadand puts
electricshocksthroughher brain.Thewomanis trying to
breakthroughon the levelof positivistreality.He rigidly
adheresto the supremacyof science,mouthshackneyed
revolutionaryclicheswhich manifestlydo not servethe
presentpurpose,and refusesto attendto any of her
demands
. Yet whatAlice(for so she is called)demandsis
'not evenlove·, but a momentof passionand imagination.
Shegivesexpressionto this in a vivid dance,and her
husband'sreactionis that she is mad.
In Feverhouse,
'the houseof bloodand bones',a
'TheThird WorldWar will be the war betweenmenand
successionof imagesunfoldsin the dimly lit mazeof
hospitalcorridors,linedwith fadedglazedtiles and endless women', criesAlice, and the rapidlymovingscenesin the
serviceducts. Likeglimpsescaughtin the most depressed pieceare as variousas conflictitself. Theyrangefrom
discussions,attemptsto definetermsand angryexchanges,
'special'clinic, threecharactersperformritualisticmotions
to fiercephysicalconfrontationand self destruction.No one
in front of the camera,the harshlightingstaringinto
wins this war- but both sideswill be, and are, the losers.
unblinkingfaces.
The reasonsthis camethroughso strongly, perhaps,was
A drapedbodylies on a trolley outsidein the hospital
the way it was linkedin the playwith anotherareaof
yard in the dark unnoticed,the wind tuggingat its loose
covering. Thethreeperformers
: the Thiefriflesthe pockets conflict:walkingalonga ·radioactivebeach,andseeingthe
remainsof all sorts of creatures'who shouldn'tbe there' of a bodyon the groundandthen, sitting behinda desk,
animalswhichbelongat the North Poleor in the tropics
gentlyfingershis hoard,movingthe detritusaroundthe
table in front of him. The Blind manis led roundconsulting litter the shore,grotesquelydistortedand mutilated.As she
rooms.The Nurseinspectsa seriesof slides,the long slow speaks,thesecreaturesturn into the savagedcorpsesof the
countriesof easternEurope(poor Poland,the Ukraine)and
movementsof her arms becomemesmeric.The Blindman
she is joinedby otherson the beachwho slowlyreachout
falls on the stairs, the room shakes,the Thiefruns.
to touchthe wreckage.
In the backgrounda soundtracklike a worn file squeaks
Herdoctorcalls her 'bitter and twisted', and dismisses
and frets away(BitingTongues).The camerafrom time to
her painas neurosis.In belittlingher grief, boththe doctor
time concentrates
on surfaces- the paintblisteron the
and her husbanddismissher wholeresponseto life,
wall which drips whenpricked- is dwelton at length.
includingher 'maddening'awarenessof the greatest
Thedevelopment
of the threecharactersin Feverhouse
madnessof all: the threatof nucleardestruction
. In a
(writtenby writer/artist KenHollings)can be seenas an
world, suchweaponscan seempart of the
explorationof the 'modesof objectificationwhichtransform man-dominated
humanbeingsinto subjects' (MichaelFoucault,'TheSubject logicalschemeof things, but if you alterthe perspective.. .
and Power')since, in structuralisttermsthe film is about
Whatemergestowardsthe end of the pieceis the
the exerciseof power,betweenthe characters,the Nurse
powerfullyfelt realisationthat somesort of resolutionmust
and Blindman,for example,andthe conditionswhichgive
be found in both conflictsif anyoneis to be saved.As with
rise to the labelsas Thief, Blindmanor Nurse'.However
,
the war betweenthe sexes,thereis no winnerin a nuclear
film itself is an abstractionof the transformations
whichtake war - only losers.
placebetween
/within individualsin 'real' life andthe
Bothperformers,MineKaylanandAndrzejBorkowski,are
questionwhich must be answeredby this reviewis whether excellent,givingtheir all to the poetryand humourin some
this particularselectionof imagesis interestingor
of the speeches,andturningthe humanbodyinto an
illuminating
.
amazinglyflexibleinstrument.I found muchof serious
As a live performance
the ritualsmayhavehad some
interestin Clam,but I feel that a lot of the effort was
interestbut throughthe telescopingeffectof the camera
dissipated,like a voicespeakingfrom far away.You are
they havebecomemerelybland.Moreseriouslyperhaps,
intriguedby the sound,and evencatcha few beautiful
the technicalpossibilitiesof film seemto havebeenignored, phrases,but the weightof meaningstayshermetically
andthe stylewhich emergesis woodenand 'documentary' sealedwithin its own frameof reference
. Likethe feathers Invisible Work in character
. A fairly sparseconceptis therefore
which coveredthe stage,Clamdid look beautiful,but at
'risky and exposed'
unredeemed
by visualinterest.•
momentsit got up my nose. •
SUE WOLFF
CAZROYDS

FEVERHOUSE
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FASHIONABLE
SACRIFICE
The recent slide-tape collaborationbetween visual artist RobertaGrahamand KenHollings,
premieredat the BloomsburyTheatre'sGeorgesBataillefestival,provokedfiette controversy,
was praised in these pages, and culminatedin their being given a recent exhibition and
periormanceat London'sICA.Therowoverwhetherornot theyhadbeen censoredbythe festival
dominatedour letterspage fortwoissues, but amid the fuss, therehas been no seriouscritique
KYRIACOU
attemptsto placeit in context,and strikesa
of the workand its implications.SOTIRIS
note of dissent:
In order to develop a critique of the
ideological saturation of all artistic
practices which would work towards
producing social change, it is
necessary to understand
representation as a political issue
and promote a constant denial of the
perpetuation of current
predetermined social and sexual
relations.
Roberta Graham and Ken Hollings '
writings and tape-slide presentations
locate the realisation of desire in the
context of the sexual act. They call
for a 'voluntary human sacrifice' on
the altar of passion; 'penetration,
sacrifice and murder' are grouped
together because they 'do not place
any limit on action . . . str ipped of the
identity imposed upon you by social
and cultural discourse, there is
nothing which you can obtain or
preserve yourself.' This supposed
release from the symbolic exposes
the body as a biological
manifestation of desire itself: 'A
liquefied flux of blood, urine, tears,
sperm, sweat and excrement' . Body
becomes text, ahistorized, as if a
partiarchal world based on sexual
difference never existed.
The temporary nature of the sexual
act betrays an impotent escape from
the reality of everyday experience
rather than an attempt at a radical
revision of social conventions. After
all , what happens when you've had
your orgasm?
Graham and Hollings ' rather
dyonysian view of sexual activity
claims to eliminate one's sense of
identity, as the body dissolves into
anonymous flesh, melted 'into a
storm of sensations ', its secretions
acting as testaments of desire . There
is a striking similarity of approach
with the French right -wing
intellectual Julia Kristeva who has
brought language back into vogue,

(continued from page 43) is to be a three foot equalateral
triangle opening to a total of 42 feet.
It is Buckminster's first illustrated
book , at the age of eighty one , and
the illustrations are done using
lithographic stones . Other books use
plastic dolls, tiny revolvers, a plastic
seahorse, sinister black leather, a red
polka dot bikini and quilt blocks. The
black leather is from Nat Dean's Knot
(1980) . Inside the cover are diagrams
of limbs being bandaged and a
picture of a man with his eyes
blacked out and his head bandaged.
It reminds me of a sketch book I was
once shown belonging to ldi Amin ,
showing anatomical drawings in
readiness for the tortures he carried
out.

presenting it as an ideologically
innocent tool with which to articulate
desire. She uses a rather seductive
and viscous vocabulary of elision
and contradiction in which sounds
fluctuate as quickly as meaning, in
an effort to create 'heterogenity';
rather like an unstable , uncertain
attempt to cross a swamp, sink ing
knee-deep in mud in the process,
while just making it to the other side.
Kristeva advocates complete
representation of both positive and
negative desire, be it love or hate, a
self catharsis of loathing and
prejudices through abjection: If, for
example, you have strong antisemitic feelings, you should,
according to Kristeva, rid your hatred
by reading Celine's outbursts of
excessive, raging insults aimed
against Jews, and then you'll be
cleansed, for a while , until your
hatred is regenerated. Such
treatment should be taken regularly,
rather like Graham's and Hollings'
implicit need for violent sex or to
refer to their erotic scenarios as soon
as they feel restrained by 'social
discourse'. In short, both artists and
writer site representation as being
able to take care of all our problems .
While the trademark of all Roberta
Graham's photography-based pieces
has become the naked body, usually
female (her own), without even
considering the consequences of
perpetuating the presentation of
woman as spectacle, Kristeva openly
detests those whom she calls
'exasperated, frigid young women
confined within groups where what
they take for lesbianism leads them
into seclusion from soc iety' , ignoring
the collective cause , i.e. oppression,
which motivates feminist activity:
' . . . art, somehow , for (Kristeva),
can take care of the polit ical and is
not in itself political. It is not a
One of Jenny Leimert 's Egyptian
books is in the show , 'Untitled' 1983.
Also book performance artist Susan
Share 's Vivian 's Photos 1984, a 3-D
architectural book whose linked
elements fold up and build
rearrangable patterns like bricks.
There's also a memorial book for the
President of the Front for Liberation
of Mozambique who was killed aged
forty-nine.
Book Works, London May 8th
(Stop Press)
The opening of 'Three American
Book Artists', the work of Jenny
Leimert, Susan Share and Kay Hines .
All three are over for the show.
Jenny has done a massive amount of

mater ial practice and it is not in
contradiction to life outside . It
becomes simply to do with the
referent as a stand in for rea lit y . . .
The signifier does not problematize
representation for (Kristeva).'
Peter Gidal, 'On Julia Kristeva',
Undercut 10/ 11
For (Kristeva), also read (Graham /
Holl ings) thus, they do not confine
themselves to sexual enactment,
which demands and affords
disregard for consequence when
outside of representation, in its quest
for climactic completion. They stretch
their inquiries into activities such as
war and murder, which , despite
be ing charged with a mixture of fear
and ecstasy because of their resolute
and deliberate nature , should be
seen in their entirety and not j ust as
the fulfilment of their executor; what
about the corpse?
They quote Baudelaire 's poem Une
Chargnogne, in which the cadaver,
riddled with insects wh ich 'both bite
and kiss as they burrow into the
corpse', becomes a metaphor for 'an
erotic excess in which the body,
fertile but doomed, is laid bare.'
Death is presented as sexual
stimulus by being sited as other, as
text, void of original cause, loaded
with post-suffering effect. •

References
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work since we last met. Her section
includes 'An Architect's House ' , a
folio of her paintings of bui ld ings
designed by Fathy ; these are housed
in a container bound by Leimert.
Outside Susan Shar e gives a
performance, in the shadow of
Southwark Cathedral. Starting with a
cube she gradually unfolds its
sections to make a rearrangeable
sculpture on the floor, ingeniously
reshaping and moving the colours as
she works. Once formed the piece is
fully extended, she works backwards,
folding the flaps back into their tight
cube. It is a pleasingly simple
performance and one feels a child's
sense of loss as the circus
disappears into the box once more. •
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THESHOWWITHINTHESHOW
Performance
FestivalMay29-June2

SOUTHAMPTON ART GALLERY
Live Performances by:

~o~

ROSE FINN-KELCEY:
-~~ 'l>~~
Elevation IV
~~~ ~~

WHITELIGHT
57 FILMERROAD LONDON SW6
TELEPHONE
017313291

ANTHONY HOWELL:
Table Moves I & II
ALASTAIR McLENNAN:
Lies in Weight (96 Hr non-stop performance /
installation)

Audio -Visual presentation,
design and projection

STATION HOUSE OPERA:
Sex and Death
STEPHEN TAYLOR WOODROW:
Triptych Ballet

Equipment maintenance and refurbishing

For further details please contact Southampton
Art Gallery on 0703 223855
THE BRITISH ART SHOW runs in
Southampton from May 23-June 30
AN ARTS COUNCIL TOURING EXHIBITION
Sponsored by British Petroleum

Theatre lighting design, control,
equipment and hire

Installation , distribution systems,
special effects

OUR PRICES ARE COMPETITIVE PLEASE RING US FOR A PRICE LIST OR QUOTE

DANCE THEATRE
TRAINING COURSES
3 YEARS FULL TIME
For young women and men. lead ing to a
Ce rti ficate in Dance or a B.A. Hons . Degree
(prerequisite two A levels ). Training in both
co urses inclu des co ntemporary technique and
ba ll et, choreography and production
(costume, lighting and so un d).

For details of these, postgrad uate and evening
classes write to:
The Administrator,
Laban Centre for Movement and Dance at
University of London Goldsmiths' College,
New Cross, London SE14 6NW
Tel: 01-691 5750/692 4070.
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THEBYAM
SHAW
SCHOOL
OFART
isan independent
fine-artschool
post-graduate/post-diploma
andshqrtfoundedin1910.
Itoffersoneofthebest term coursesavailable.
3-yearcoursesavailablein London.
Over70% of UKstudentsreceive
Allteachingis by practisingartists. LocalAuthoritygrants.
Applicants
areselectedby workand
TheSchool'sDiplomaCoursewas
interview.
Fulltime,diploma,
extramural, independently
validatedinJuly1984.

Applynowfor a prospectus
to
70 CampdenStreet,LondonW8 7EN
(or 'phone01-727 4711-24 hourservice).
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